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Abstract
This paper focuses on signal processing tasks in which the signal is transformed from the
signal space to a higher dimensional space, called phase space, processed in this space, and
synthesized to an output signal. For example, in a phase vocoder method, an audio signal is
transformed to the time-frequency plane via the short time Fourier transform, manipulated
there, and synthesized to an output audio signal. We show how to approximate such methods,
termed phase space signal processing methods, using a Monte Carlo method. The Monte Carlo
method speeds up computations, since the number of samples required for a certain accuracy
is proportional to the dimension of the signal space, and not to the dimension of phase space,
which is typically higher. We utilize this property for a new phase vocoder method, based
on an enhanced time-frequency space, with more dimensions than the classical method. The
higher dimension of phase space improves the quality of the method, while retaining the
computational complexity of a standard phase vocoder based on regular samples.
1 Introduction
In this paper we consider phase space signal processing tasks, in which an input signal s is first
analyzed into a feature space representation Vf [s], manipulated in the feature space by first
applying a pointwise nonlinearity r ○Vf [s] and then a linear operator D, to produce D(r ○Vf [s]),
and finally synthesized back to the signal space via V ∗f . The end-to-end pipeline is of the formH ∋ s↦ V ∗f D(r ○ Vf [s]). (1)
Here, H is the signal space, s is the input signal, Vf is a coherent state system (e.g., 1D continuous
wavelet transform - CWT [19, 8], the short time Fourier transform - STFT [18], the Shearlet
transform [21] and the Curvelet transform [3]), and V ∗f is the synthesis operator corresponding to
Vf . Any coherent system Vf has the formH ∋ s↦ Vf [s] = ⟨s, f(⋅)⟩ ∈ L2(G). (2)
where G is a measure space called phase space and usually has some physical interpretation (e.g.
in the STFT G is the time-frequency plane), and {fg}g∈G is a family of atoms that obey some
restrictions to be discussed later. Accordingly, the synthesis operator V ∗f has the form
V ∗f [F ] = ∫
G
F (g)fgdg. (3)
Signal processing tasks of this form are used in a multitude of applications, including multipliers
[32, 34] (with applications, for example, in audio analysis [2] and signal to noise increase [30]),
signal denoising e.g wavelet shrinkage denoising [10, 9] and Shearlet denoising [22], and phase
vocoder [36, 7, 43, 24] (the list is far from exhaustive).
As evident from the above description, phase space signal processing involves integrals, and
thus some form of discretization is required. One common approach is to use a grid in phase space
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(the grid can be uniform or non-uniform). However, this approach has several shortcomings. From
a computational standpoint, using a grid requires the number of points to grow exponentially with
the dimension of the phase space, making the method only feasible when the dimension of the
phase space is low. From an applicative standpoint, the physical interpretation underlying the
design of the phase space is appropriate in the continuous domain but can sometimes fail when
discretized using a grid. This can result in a discrete phase space signal processing method that
simply does not do what its continuous counterpart was designed to do.
In this paper we propose to use a stochastic phase space signal processing approach, in which
the discretization is performed by randomly sampling phase space, i.e. the analysis and synthesis
operators are replaced by a Monte Carlo approximation. For example, for the synthesis operator,
such approximations read
V ∗f [F ]C ≈ K∑
k=1F (gk)fgk , (4)
where {gk}Kk=1 are random samples from phase space G, and C is some normalization. In Section
3 we formulate Monte Carlo methods for phase space signal processing procedures of the form
V ∗f Dr ○Vf [s], analyze the convergence of our proposed methods, and prove that it converges in a
general setting.
We demonstrate the utility of our proposed method in the context of a time stretching phase
vocoder. First, we enhance the standard phase vocoder method by combining the STFT with
the CWT into one time-frequency feature space, and then adding a third axis to the 2D time
frequency domain, controlling the time-frequency uncertainty balance. Using our stochastic phase
space signal processing method for this phase vocoder, instead of the standard grid based method,
solves two problems. First, we show that the interpretation of the CWT transform as the time-
frequency transform is only appropriate in the continuous realm, and fails in discrete wavelet
transforms. Thus, a Monte Carlo method, replacing the regular discretization, is required. Second,
as stated above, the additional axis in the feature space increases the computational complexity of
grid based methods, while not affecting our method. We note that our method has computational
complexity of O(M log(M)), where M is the discretization size of the signal. This complexity is
comparable to grid based methods of a 2D time-frequency phase space, but we use a 3D phase
space.
Randomized algorithms in a context of phase space were presented in the past. In [15], signal
denoising based on matching pursuit is sped up using a randomized method. However, the motiva-
tion and technique are different from our framework. A related class of problems are randomized
matrix approximation methods.
From randomized matrix approximations to randomized operator approximations
Recent years has seen intensive research on randomized matrix approximations. Motivated by
the need to analyze and manipulate large data matrices, randomized matrix approximation al-
gorithms seek to replace a data matrix A with a, informally speaking, simpler matrix B. Here
the term ’simpler’ is used in a very wide and informal way, which can mean, for example, a low-
rank approximation or a skeleton decomposition (expressing the matrix as a linear combination
of columns and rows), and many others (different goals might be appropriate for different ap-
plications). Optimal approximations are often computationally hard to compute, and are often
too expensive to compute even if computing the optimal approximation is tractable. Randomized
numerical linear algebra seeks to circumvent this issue by using sampling [11] or so-called sketch-
ing techniques [41] to quickly find nearly-optimal approximations. For example, in the context of
low-rank approximation, one might seek to find a matrix B of prescribed rank such that ∥A −B∥
is close to optimal, where the norm might be, for example, the spectral norm (again, different
metrics might be appropriate for different applications). We refer the interested reader to recent
surveys on this exciting field [28, 41, 42].
Phase space signal processing requires applying operators on infinite dimensional spaces, and
thus requires us to consider a more general setting of randomized operator approximation. Never-
theless, our stochastic phase space signal processing approach is reminiscent of randomized matrix
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approximations via sampling. To better understand this, it is instructive to consider for a moment
a linear finite-dimensional analogue of phase space signal processing.
In a finite dimensional setting, an input signal s is now a finite dimensional vector, i.e. s ∈ CM .
The phase space is CN where N ≫M , and the transformation from signal space to the phase space
is accomplished by multiplying s on the left by a matrix V ∈ CN×M with orthonormal columns. At
this point, the signal is manipulated in phase space, which in the linear finite dimensional context
amounts to multiplying on the left by an N ×N matrix D. Finally, the signal is synthesized back
to CM by multiplying by V∗. Thus, the pipeline is
CM ∋ s↦V∗DVs (5)
which is clearly analogous to a version of (1) without the nonlinearity. Under a general setting, the
cost of the above processing procedure is O(N2). Even if D possess a structure that allows fast
matrix-vector products, the cost is still O(MN). For a fixed signal size (fixed M), the dependence
on the size of the phase space (N) is undesirable.
One potential randomized approximation scheme for (5) is as follows. Instead of forming the
entire phase space signal Vs, we form only a small subset of the entries, where the indexes are
sampled uniformly over 1, . . . ,N (non-uniform sampling based on leverage scores [29, 12] can also
be considered). Specifically, we sample indexes j1, . . . , jK where K is a parameter, and compute
only the corresponding indexes from Vs. The phase space operator D only operates on the
computed entries of Vs. Furthermore, to avoid O(N) costs when synthesizing the signal, the
result of applying D is also sampled: we sample i1, . . . , iL from 1, . . . ,N , where L is a parameter,
and use only these rows from D. To describe the complete approximation pipeline, let us define
the following scaled sampling matrices Sa ∈ RK×N and Ss ∈ RL×N :
(Sa)IJ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
√
N/K J = jI
0 otherwise
(Ss)IJ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
√
N/L J = iI
0 otherwise
We now approximate V∗DV ≈ V∗S∗s SsDS∗aSaV and obtain the following stochastic phase space
signal processing method:
CM ∋ s↦V∗S∗s SsDS∗aSaVs (6)
Computing (6) costs O((L +K)M + LK), which is attractive if, for example, L = O(M),K =
O(M). The flip side is that we need to bound the difference between (5) and (6), and ensure that
it is small enough. This can be accomplished by bounding the spectral norm of the difference
between the operators, which raises the question: how large should L,K be so that
∥V∗DV −V∗S∗s SsDS∗aSaV∥2 ≤ 
with high probability?
Although schemes similar to (6) have been described and analyzed in the literature [11, 13,
5], this specific setup has not been presented before. However, instead of analyzing the finite
dimensional approximation scheme, as well as answering the aforementioned question, we consider
the natural generalization to infinite dimensional separable Hilbert spaces, i.e. replacing CM by
a Hilbert space H, replacing CN by a Lebesgue space L2(G), where G is some Radon space (a
topological space with measure), replacing V with a linear isometric embedding V ∶ H → L2(G),
and replacing D with a linear operator D ∶ L2(G)→ L2(G). We also add a pointwise nonlinearity
to the pipeline.
In addition, we assume that V has the following structure. Since the domain {1,2, . . . ,N} is
generalized to G, the mapping n ↦ v∗n that takes an index n and returns the vector v∗n (where
vn is the nth row of V), is replaced by a continuous mapping g ↦ fg that takes a point g ∈ G
and returns a vector fg ∈ H. Therefore, the matrix V is generalized to an operator that takes
a signal s ∈ H, and returns a function in L2(G), whose value at any g ∈ G is given by ⟨s, fg⟩H.
Here, ⟨s, fg⟩H is the inner product in H. Lastly, we assume some regularity condition on D, e.g
that it is bounded. The above generalization of V, with some additional assumptions, is called a
coherent state system.
3
Main contribution We summarize our main contribution as follows:
• We develop a stochastic method to approximate phase space signal processing procedures,
prove its convergence, and give error bounds. All error bounds are of order O(√M
K
), where
K is the number of Monte Carlo samples, and M is the dimension of the discrete signal.
• As opposed to grid based discretization methods of phase space, the computational complex-
ity of our method does not depend on the dimension of phase space. This allows working
with high dimensional phase spaces.
• As an application of the theory, we increase the expressive capacity of the time-frequency
phase space by increasing its dimension. Used in a phase vocoder scheme, this leads to a
novel method with desired properties.
2 Background: harmonic analysis in phase space
In this section we review the theory of coherent state systems and general wavelet transforms, and
give the two important examples of the STFT and the CWT. We then define signal processing in
phase space. By convention, all Hilbert spaces in this paper are assumed to be separable.
2.1 Coherent state systems
The definition we consider in this paper for a coherent state system is not the most general. For a
more general theory see e.g [17, 1]. All of the material in this section can be found in [17, Chapter
2.2]. We note that in this paper an equality between two Lp functions is always interpreted as an
almost-everywhere equality.
Definition 1. Let H be a Hilbert space, and G a smooth manifold with Radon measure. Let
f ∶ G→H be continuous mapping. For any s ∈H, we define the coefficient function
Vf [s] ∶ G→ C , Vf [s](g) = ⟨s, fg⟩H . (7)
1. We call f an (admissible) coherent state system, if Vf is an isometry between H and
L2(G).
2. We call Vf ∶ H → L2(G) the analysis operator, and V ∗f ∶ L2(G) → H the synthesis
operator.
3. We call H the signal space, call G phase space, and call Vf [s] the representation of s in
phase space.
4. We call the coherent state system f bounded, if there exist a constant 0 < C ∈ R such that
∀g ∈ G , ∥fg∥H ≤ C.
Given a coherent state system, a concrete formula for the synthesis operator is given by the
integral
V ∗f [F ] = ∫
G
F (g)fgdg. (8)
This integral is defined weakly by
⟨q,∫
G
F (g)fgdg⟩ = ∫
G
F (g) ⟨q, fg⟩dg, (9)
where ∫G F (g)fgdg is the vector corresponding to the continuous functional defined in the right
hand side of (9), whose existence is guaranteed by the Riesz representation theorem. We refer
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in this paper to such integrals as weak vector integrals (for more details see Appendix A).
Equation (8), with F = Vf [s] for a signal s ∈H, gives the reconstruction formula
s = V ∗f Vf [s] = ∫
G
Vf [s](g)fgdg. (10)
The orthogonal projection upon Vf [H] is conveniently given by Q = VfV ∗f .
Define the kernel functions
Kg
′(g) =Kg(g′) =K(g, g′) = ⟨fg, fg′⟩ = Vf [fg](g′). (11)
The image space Vf [H] is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, with kernels Kg′ . Moreover, for
F ∈ L2(G),
QF (g′) = ⟨F,Kg′⟩ = ∫
G
F (g)Kg′(g)dg. (12)
2.2 General wavelet transforms
An important class of coherent state systems are general wavelet transforms, or wavelet transforms
in short. The general theory of wavelet transforms gives a procedure for constructing coherent
state systems, guaranteeing the properties of Definition 1. Moreover, useful coherent state systems
that are not wavelet transforms can be constructed using wavelet transforms as building blocks.
The theoretical material of this section can be found in [17, Chapters 2.3–2.5], and the classical
papers [14, 20].
The coherent state system underlying a wavelet transform is constructed by considering one
basic signal f , called a window, and applying a parametric set of transformations on f . To
illustrate this idea we start with the example of the 1D continuous wavelet transform (CWT).
In the CWT, the Hilbert space of signals is H = L2(R), and the window, also called the mother
wavelet, is a signal f ∈ L2(R) that satisfy some admissibility condition to be described later. The
coherent state system is generated by dilating and translating f . Namely, for each position and
dilation parameters g1, g2 ∈ R, consider the unitary operator pi(g1, g2) that dilates by g2 and then
translates by g1, namely [pi(g1, g2)f](x) = 1√∣g2∣f (x − g1g2 ) .
Therefore, in this example the manifold structure of G is R2. Next we show how to define a
measure on G that ensures that Vf is an isometry. Note that the set of unitary operators
pi(G) = {pi(g1, g2) ∣ g1, g2 ∈ R}
is a group under composition. The composition structure of operators can be pulled back to the
parametric space G, endowing G with a group structure. Namely, we define the multiplication
in G as follows. For every two pairs (g1, g2) ∈ G and (g′1, g′2) ∈ G, there is a unique third pair(g′′1 , g′′2 ) ∈ G such that pi(g1, g2)pi(g′1, g′2) = pi(g′′1 , g′′2 ). We thus define(g1, g2)(g′1, g′2) ∶= (g′′1 , g′′2 ).
The resulting group G is called the 1D affine group. The mapping pi ∶ G → U(H), where U(H)
is the group of unitary operators in H with composition, is a homomorphism. A homomorphism
between a group G and U(H) is also called a unitary representation of G. The space G is both a
smooth manifold and a group, and the group multiplication and inversion are smooth mappings.
Such a space is called a Lie group. Any Lie group has a unique Radon measure, up to constant,
that is invariant under left translations. Namely, there is a Radon measure dg in G such that for
every g′ ∈ G and every measurable function F ∶ G→ R+ the following equality holds
∫ F (g)dg = ∫ F (g′g)dg.
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This measure is called the left Haar measure of G. It can be shown that for a large class of signals
f , the space G, together with the mapping (g1, g2) ↦ pi(g1, g2)f , is a bounded coherent state
system, with c = C = ∥f∥2.
Next, we briefly explain the general setting of wavelet transforms for Lie groups. More details
are presented in Appendix C. The Lie groups in this analysis can be replaced by the more general
locally compact topological groups. However, for most application we find that Lie groups are
sufficiently general. Consider a Lie group G, with the left Haar measure, a Hilbert space H, a
square integrable representation pi ∶ G→ U(H), and a window f ∈H (see Definition 38 in Appendix
C). The wavelet transform in this setting is defined by
Vf ∶H → L2(G) , Vf [s](g) = ⟨s, pi(g)f⟩ .
The reconstruction formula of the wavelet transform is given by
s = 1⟨Af2,Af1⟩ ∫G Vf1[s]pi(g)f2 dg.
Here, A is a special positive operator in H, called the Duflo-Moore operator, uniquely defined
for every square integrable representation pi, that determines the normalization of windows (see
Remark 40). It is thus evident that for A normalized windows (∥Af∥ = 1), the mapping g ↦ pi(g)f
is a bounded coherent state system.
2.3 Examples
2.3.1 The short time Fourier transform
The following construction is taken from [18]. Consider the signal space L2(R). Let L ∶ R →U(L2(R)) be the translation in L2(R). Namely, for g1 ∈ R and f ∈ L2(R), [L(g1)f](t) = f(t −
g1). Let Q ∶ R → U(L2(R)) be the modulation in L2(R). Namely, for g2 ∈ R and f ∈ L2(R),[Q(g1)f](t) = eig2tf(t). The representations L and Q of the group {R,+} satisfy the commutation
relation [L(g1),Q(g2)] ∶= L(g1)∗Q(g2)∗L(g1)Q(g2) = e−ig2tI. (13)
where I is the identity operator. This shows that the set of unitary operators
J = {g3L(g1)Q(g2) ∣ g3 ∈ eiR, g1, g2 ∈ R}
is a group, with composition as the group product. We can treat J as a group of tuples R×R×eiR,
with group product derived from (13). The group J is called the (reduced) Heisenberg group.
The mapping
pi(g1, g2, g3) = g3L(g1)Q(g2)
is a square integrable representation, with Dulfo-Moore operator A = I.
Since the representation of the parameter g3 only multiplies by scalars, it plays no important
role in the above wavelet transform. It is standard to omit the parameter g3 from this wavelet
transform, to get a coherent state system, as we explain next. The center of J is given by
Z = {(g1, g2, g3) ∣ g1 = g2 = 0}. It can be shown that the quotient group J /Z is R2 with addition (up
to isomorphism). Denote by abuse of notation the restriction of pi to R2 by pi(g1, g2) = L(g1)Q(g2).
For a normalized window f , by the fact that the representation of Z is a character, the mapping
R2 ∋ (g1, g2)↦ pi(g1, g2)f
is a coherent state system [16]. The resulting transform Vf [s](g1, g2) = ⟨s, pi(g1, g2)f⟩ is called the
Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT).
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2.3.2 The 1D continuous wavelet transform
The following construction is taken from [19, 8]. Consider the signal space L2(R), and the trans-
lation L as in the STFT. Let D ∶ R → U(L2(R)) be the dilation in L2(R), defined for g2 ∈ R and
f ∈ L2(R) by [D(g2)f](t) = 1√∣g2∣f( xg2 ). The set of transformationsA = {L(g1)D(g2) ∣ g1, g2 ∈ R} (14)
is closed under compositions. We can treat A as a group of tuples R2, with group product derived
from the compositions of operators in (14). The group A is called the 1D affine group. The
mapping
pi(g1, g2) = L(g1)D(g2)
is a square integrable representation, with Dulfo-Moore operator A defined by
[FAF∗fˆ](ω) = 1√∣ω∣ fˆ(ω). (15)
The resulting wavelet transform is called the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT).
In Appendix D we show how the CWT atoms are interpreted as time-frequency atoms, and
the CWT is interpreted as a time-frequency transform.
2.4 Phase space signal processing
A signal processing method in phase space is any procedure that maps a signal s ∈ H to phase
space, applies a pointwise nonlinearity r ∶ C → C on Vf [s] (g ↦ r(Vf [s](g))), applies a linear
operator D, and synthesizes back to a signal. Namely, we consider procedures
s↦ V ∗f Dr ○ (Vfs).
In this subsection we detail our assumptions on the linear operator D. In the following definition,
integrals of vectors are defined via Definition 32 of Appendix A.
Definition 2. Let D be a bounded linear operator in L2(G).
1. We call D a phase space operator, if D is a weak integral operator. Namely, there
exists a measurable function R ∶ G2 → C with R(g′, ⋅),R(⋅, g) ∈ L2(G) for almost every
g′, g ∈ G respectively, such that for every F ∈ L2(G), the mapping g ↦ R(⋅, g)F (g) is weakly
integrable, and
DF ∶= ∫
G
R(⋅, g)F (g)dg, (16)
where the integral in (16) is a weak L2(G) integral.
2. A phase space operator D is called uniformly square integrable, if there is a constant
B > 0 such that of every g ∈ G
∥R(⋅, g)∥L2(G) = √∫
G
∣R(g′, g)∣2 dg′ ≤ B.
Remark 3.
1. By Definition 32, ∫GR(⋅, g)F (g)dg is the L2(G) function such that for every q ∈ L2(G)
⟨q,∫
G
R(⋅, g)F (g)dg⟩ = ∫
G
⟨q,R(⋅, g)F (g)⟩dg.
In particular, inner products in L2(G) always commute with the integral in the definition of
the phase space operator.
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2. The adjoint of a phase space operator D based on the kernel R(g′, g), is a phase space
operator based on the kernel R∗(g′, g) ∶= R(g, g′). Indeed, for every q,F ∈ L2(G)
⟨q(g′),∫
G
R(g′, g)F (g)dg⟩ =∫
G
⟨q(g′),R(g′, g)F (g)⟩dg
=∫
G
∫
G
q(g′)R(g′, g)dg′F (g)dg. (17)
The mapping q ↦ ∫GR∗(⋅, g)q(g)dg is indeed D∗, since the right-hand-side of (17) defines a
continuous functional on F , which means that ∫GR∗(⋅, g)q(g)dg must be in L2(G).
An important example of a phase space operator is a diffeomorphism operator.
Example 4 (Diffeomorphism operator). Let f ∶ G → H be a bounded coherent state system, with
bound ∥fg∥ ≤ C, based on a Riemannian manifold G.
Let d ∶ G → G be a diffeomorphism (invertible smooth mapping with smooth inverse), with
Jacobian Jd and Jd−1 for d and d−1 in L∞(G). Let h ∈ L∞(G). Consider the operator T , defined
for any F ∈ L2(G) by [TF ](g) = h(d−1(g))F(d−1(g)),
and define the operator D as the projection of T upon Vf [H]
D = QT.
The operator D is bounded by the boundedness of Q and T . The operator D can be thought of as
a diffeomorphism times a multiplication operator in the image space Vf [H].
By the fact that Vf [H] is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, we can show that D is a phase
space uniformly square integrable operator. By (12),
[DF ](g) = [QTF ](g) = ∫
G
h(d−1(g′))F(d−1(g′))Kg(g′)dg′
and by changing variable [y = d−1(g′)], we get
[DF ](g) = ∫
G
Jd(y)h(y)F (y)Kg(d(y))dy.
Thus, D is a weak integral operator with kernel
R(g′, g) = Jd(g)h(g)Kg′(d(g)).
Clearly, R(g′, ⋅),R(⋅, g) ∈ L2(G) for every g′, g ∈ G respectively.
Now, for every y ∈ G, ∥K(⋅)(y)∥
2
≤ C, so
∥R(⋅, g)∥22 = ∫ ∣Jd(g)h(g)Kg′(d(g))∣2 dg′ ≤ ∥Jd∥2∞ ∥h∥2∞C2.
Thus D is uniformly square integrable with bound ∥Jd∥∞ ∥h∥∞C.
Another important example of a phase space operator are multiplicative operators by functions
h ∈ L∞(G) followed by projection, namely [DF ](g) = Q(h(⋅)F (⋅)). This is indeed a uniformly
square integrable phase space operator, since it is a special case of a diffeomorphism operator,
based on the identity diffeomorphism. The kernel of the multiplicative operator is given by
R(g′, g) = h(g)Kg′(g), (18)
and it is uniformly square integrable with bound ∥h∥∞C. As a further special case, the projection
operator Q is a uniformly square integrable phase space operator, with bound C
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Example 5 (Integer time stretching phase vocoder). A time stretching phase vocoder is an audio
effect that slows down an audio signal without dilating its frequency content. In the classical
definition, G is the time frequency plane, and Vf is the STFT. When the signal is dilated by an
integer L, we consider the diffeomorphism operator T with
d(g1, g2) = (Lg1, g2) , h(g) = 1.
Consider the nonlinearity r, defined by r(eiθa) = eiLθa, for a, θ ∈ R+. The phase vocoder is defined
to be
s↦ V ∗f Tr ○ Vf [s].
Since V ∗f = V ∗f Q, we can also define D = QT and write the phase vocoder as
s↦ V ∗f Dr ○ Vf [s].
More details on the phase vocoder are in Section 4.
3 Stochastic phase space signal processing
Signal processing in phase space requires two continuous computations. First, each inner product
in (7) usually involves a calculation of an integral. Second, there are as many inner products (7)
to calculate as there are points in G, and G in general is a continuum, so the application of D is
also a continuous calculation. In Subsections 3.1-3.6 we address the latter continuous calculation.
The idea is that by sampling only a finite random set of points in G, sampling Vf [s] on these
points, applying a sampled version of D on these samples, and synthesizing the result using finitely
many sampled atoms, we can approximate the signal processing method in high probability. In
subsection 3.7 we address the former problem, discretizing the signal space.
3.1 Input sampling in phase space operators
Given a phase space operator D and its kernel function R, In this subsection we sample the input
variable g of R(g′, g), and work with the continuous output variable g′. In Subsection 3.4 we
show that sampling the output variable g′ is a special case of the framework developed in this
subsection.
Let F ∈ L2(G), and let f be a coherent state system, with kernels Kg′(g) = Kg(g′). The first
issue to address is the fact that G in general is not compact, and thus uniform sampling is not
defined on G. However, when G is not compact, functions F ∈ L2(G) must decay in some sense
“at infinity”, so it is possible to restrict our sampling to a compact domain of G, in which F
has most of its energy. More accurately, for every  > 0, there exists a compactly supported real
non-negative ψ ∈ L1(G), pointwise bounded by 1, such that∥ψF − F ∥2 < .
We call such a ψ an envelope on G. Note that the compactly supported function ψF approxi-
mates F . Now, samples can be drawn from G according to the probability density ψ∥ψ∥1 , supported
on the compact domain G0 = support(ψ) ⊂ G. In the following analysis we fix , and replace the
notation ψ by ψ.
The need to approximate a non-compact space by a compact one is a standard issue in digital
signal processing. In classical discrete signal processing in the frequency domain, the conventional
bridge between the analog and digital worlds involves such an approximation. A signal fˆ ∈ L2(R)
is first restricted to a compact frequency band [a, b] ⊂ R, and then sampled on a finite grid in [a, b],
to produce a finite digital signal. Different signals fˆ require different bands [a, b], depending on
their frequency contents. Even though in this point of view the band [a, b] depends on the signal
fˆ , it is customary to predefine the band [a, b]. Given a predefined band [a, b], it is implicit that we
can only treat signals having most of their frequency energy in [a, b]. Any frequency information
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outside of [a, b] is lost. Similarly, we restrict ourselves to a “band” in phase space defined by the
envelope ψ, regardless of a specific function F . It is implicit that any data of F outside of this
band is lost in our analysis.
Let D be a phase space operator. Let g ∈ G be a random sample according to the distribution
ψ(g)∥ψ∥1 . Consider the random rank one operator D0, defined on F by[D0F ](g′) = ∥ψ∥1R(g′, g)F (g).
The expected value E(D0F ) of D0F is a function G→ C which we define as a weak L2(G) integral
(see Definition 32 in Appendix A). Similarly, we define the variance σ(D0F ) as a weak L1(G)
integral (see Definition 36 in Appendix A). Next we calculate the expected value and bound the
variance of D0F .
Proposition 6. Let D be a phase space operator, with kernal R(g′, g), and let F ∈ L2(G). Then
1. The expected value is a weak L2(G) integral , that satisfies
E(D0F ) =D(ψF ). (19)
2. If D is a uniformly square integrable phase space operator, with bound B, then for a.e g′ ∈ G
σ(D0F )(g′) ≤ ∥ψ∥1 ∫
G0
∣R(g′, g)∣2 ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dg, (20)
where the integral is defined as a weak L1(G) integral. Moreover,
∥σ(D0F )∥
1
≤ ∥ψ∥1B2 ∥F ∥22 .
Proof.
1.
E(D0F )(g′) = ∫
G
ψ(g)∥ψ∥1 ∥ψ∥1R(g′, g)F (g)dg =D(ψF )(g′).
2. First, ∫G ψ(g)R(g′, g)F (g)E(D0F )(g′)dg is a weak L1(G) integral. Indeed, continuity in
q ∈ L∞(G) follows from
∣∫
G
ψ(g)∫
G
q(g′)R(g′, g)F (g)E(D0F )(g′)dg′dg∣
= ∣∫
G
ψ(g)∫
G
q(g′)R(g′, g)F (g)D(ψF )(g′)dg′dg∣
= ∣∫
G
ψ(g)F (g)D∗[qD(ψF )](g)dg∣
≤ ∥F ∥2 ∥D∗∥2 ∥q∥∞ ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥2 .
Moreover, by Section 1, for every q ∈ L∞(G)
∫
G
∫
G
q(g′)ψ(g)R(g′, g)F (g)E(D0F (g′))dg′dg
= ∫
G
q(g′)∫
G
ψ(g)R(g′, g)F (g)dgE(D0F )(g′)dg′ = ∫ q(g′) ∣E(D0F (g′))∣2 dg′,
which means ∫
G
ψ(g)R(g′, g)F (g)E(D0F (g′))dg = ∣E(D0F (g′))∣2 .
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Now,
σ(D0F )(g′) = ∫
G
ψ(g)∥ψ∥1 ∣∥ψ∥1R(g′, g)F (g) −E(D0F (g′))∣2 dg= ∫
G
ψ(g) ∥ψ∥1 ∣R(g′, g)F (g)∣2 dg − ∣E(D0F (g′))∣2
≤ ∫
G
∥ψ∥1 ∣R(g′, g)∣2 ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dg. (21)
Let us show that σ(D0F )(g′) and (21) are indeed weak L1(G) integrals. To show bounded-
ness, for any q ∈ L∞(G)
∣∫
G
∫
G
q(g′)ψ(g)∥ψ∥1 ∣∥ψ∥1R(g′, g)F (g) −E(D0F (g′))∣2 dg′dg∣
≤ ∫
G
∫
G
∣q(g′)∣ ∥ψ∥1 ∣R(g′, g)∣2 ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dg′dg
= ∥ψ∥1 ∫
G
∫
G
∣q(g′)∣ ∣R(g′, g)∣2 dg′ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dg
≤ ∥ψ∥1 ∫
G
∥q∥∞B2ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dg ≤ ∥ψ∥1 ∥q∥∞B2 ∥F ∥22 . (22)
Now, by integrating against q = 1 ∈ L∞(G) in (22), and changing the integration order,
∥σ(D0F )∥
1
≤ ∫
G
∫
G
∥ψ∥1 ∣R(g′, g)∣2 ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dgdg′
≤ ∥ψ∥1B2 ∥F ∥22 .
Next, we define the Monte Carlo approximation as a sum of independent D0[F ] vectors.
Definition 7 (Input Monte Carlo phase space operator). Let D be a phase space operator, K ∈ N,
and {gk}Kk=1 K i.d.d random samples of G0 according to the probability distribution ψ∥ψ∥1 . We
define the Monte Carlo phase space operator, based on K samples of D by
DKF = 1
K
K∑
k=1D
0
kF = 1K K∑k=1 ∥ψ∥1R(⋅, gk)F (gk),
for every F ∈ L2(G). Here, {D0k}Kk=1 are K independent realizations of D0.
When we want to make the distribution of the samples explicit, we denote Dψ,KF = DKF .
The following proposition follows from Proposition 6.
Proposition 8. Let D be a phase space operator, and F ∈ L2(G). Then
1. The expected value is a weak L2(G) integral satisfying
E(DKF ) =D(ψF ) (23)
2. If D is a uniformly square integrable phase space operator, with bound B, then for a.e g′ ∈ G0
σ(DKF )(g′) ≤ 1
K
∥ψ∥1 ∫
G0
∣R(g, g′)∣2 ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dg,
where the integral is a weak L1(G) integral. Moreover,
∥σ(DKF )∥
1
≤ 1
K
∥ψ∥1B2 ∥F ∥22 .
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We can now bound the average square error in approximating D[ψF ] by DkF .
Proposition 9. Let f be a coherent state system, and D a uniformly square integrable phase space
operator with bound B. Then
E( ∥DKF −D(ψF )∥2
2
) ≤ ∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 .
Proof. Consider the random variable
∥DKF −D[ψF ]∥2
2
.
By integrating against 1 ∈ L∞(G) in the definition of the weak L1(G) integral underlying σ([DkF ]),
we have
E( ∥DKF −D[ψF ]∥2
2
)
= ∫
G
∫
G
∣[DKF ](g′; g1, . . . , gK) −D[ψF ](g′)∣2 dg′ψ(g1)⋯ψ(gK)/∥ψ∥K1 dg1 . . . dgK
= ∫
G
∫
G
∣[DKF ](g′; g1, . . . , gK) −D[ψF ](g′)∣2 ψ(g1)⋯ψ(gK)/∥ψ∥K1 dg1 . . . dgKdg′
= ∫
G
E( ∣[DKF ](g′) −D[ψF ](g′)∣2 )dg′
= ∥σ([DkF ])(g′)∥
1
which, by Proposition 8, completes the proof.
The following special case is important in later constructions.
Example 10. Consider the special case where D = Q = VfV ∗f . We have
Q0F = ∥ψ∥1 F (g)Kg. (24)
We have
E(QKF ) = Q[ψF ].
Moreover, for a.e g′ ∈ G0
σ(QKF )(g′) ≤ 1
K
∥ψ∥1 ∫
G0
∣Kg′(g)∣2 ψ(g) ∣F (g)∣2 dg,
and ∥σ(QKF )∥
1
≤ 1
K
∥ψ∥1C2 ∥F ∥22 . (25)
Last,
E( ∥QKF −Q(ψF )∥2
2
) ≤ ∥ψ∥1
K
C2 ∥F ∥22 .
Remark 11. In case of a bounded coherent state system, with a variable ∥fg∥, there is a way
to improve the constants in the bounds of Example 10, replacing C2 with 1. This is done by
sampling G0 non-uniformly as follows. We can define a normalized coherent state system f˜g = fg∥fg∥ ,
and compensate for this normalization in the reconstruction formula by considering the weighted
measure d̃g = ∥fg∥2 dg on G. Working with f˜g and d̃g is equivalent to sampling fg in G0 non-
uniformly in dg and multiplying the samples by corresponding scalars.
This modified sampling scheme is closely related to so-called leverage score sampling, frequently
employed in the randomized numerical linear algebra.
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3.2 Monte Carlo synthesis
In this subsection we use the results of Subsection 3.1 to define and analyze a Monte Carlo
synthesis. The basic idea is to synthesize F ∈ L2(G) using only finite many random samples.
Definition 12. The Monte Carlo synthesis operator is defined to be
V K∗f F = V ∗f QKF.
The following proposition formulates the Monte Carlo synthesis in terms of samples of the
coherent state system.
Proposition 13. V K∗f F = ∥ψ∥1∑Kk=1 F (gk)fgk .
Proof. By linearity, it is enough to prove for K = 1. By the reconstruction formula (10), and by
(11),
V 1∗f F = V ∗f Q0F = V ∗f ∥ψ∥1 F (g)Kg = ∥ψ∥1 F (g)V ∗f Kg = ∥ψ∥1 F (g)V ∗f Vf [fg] = ∥ψ∥1 F (g)fg.
Next, we show that V K∗f F approximates V ∗f [ψF ].
Proposition 14 (Synthesis Monte Carlo approximation rate). Let f be a bounded coherent state
system, with ∥fg∥ ≤ C. Then
E( ∥V K∗f F − V ∗f [ψF ]∥22 ) ≤ 1K ∥ψ∥1C2 ∥F ∥22 .
Proof. This is a direct result of Example 10, using the fact that the operator norm of V ∗f ∶ L2(G)→H is 1, and ∥V K∗f F − V ∗f [ψF ]∥ = ∥V ∗f QKF − V ∗f Q[ψF ]∥ ≤ ∥QKF −Q[ψF ]∥ .
3.3 Error bounds in high probability
Propositions 9 and 14 estimate the average square error of the stochastic approximations. In
this subsection we show how to formulate the results as bounds on the error that hold in high
probability.
Proposition 15 (Markov type error bound). Let f be a coherent state system, and D a bounded
phase space operator with bound B. Then with probability of at least 1 − δ, we have
∥DkF −D(ψF )∥
2
≤ √∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 δ− 12 .
Proof. By Markov’s inequality
Pr( ∥[DkF ](g′) −D[ψF ](g′)∥2
2
≥ ∥σ([DkF ](g′))∥
1
δ−1) ≤ δ
so by (25)
Pr( ∥[DkF ](g′) −D[ψF ](g′)∥2
2
≥ 1
K
∥ψ∥1B2 ∥F ∥22 δ−1) ≤ δ.
Therefore, with probability more than 1 − δ,
∥[DkF ] −D[ψF ]∥
2
< √∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 δ− 12 .
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Next we improve the dependency of the bound on the failure probability δ, in case it is small,
using a variant Bernstein’s inequality. Theorem 16 is a Hilbert space version of Bernstein’s in-
equality, which we prove in Appendix B. For consistency of the notation with samples in G0, we
denote the probability space by G0.
Theorem 16 (Hilbert space Bernstein’s inequality). Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and G0
a probability space. Let {vk ∈ H}Kk=1 be a finite sequence of independent random weakly integrable
vectors. Suppose that E(vk) = 0 and ∥vk∥2 ≤ B a.s. and assume that σ2 > ∑Kk=1E ∥vk∥2. Then for
all 0 ≤ t ≤ σ2/B,
P (∥ K∑
k=1 vk∥ ≥ t) ≤ exp(− t
2
8σ2
+ 1
4
) .
We note that existing variants of Bernstein’s inequality in infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces
are not adequate for us. For example, the operator Bernstein’s inequality of [33] is limited to trace
class operators, and is thus too exclusive for us. Indeed, even the identity operator in L2(G) is not
trace class in general. Since V ∗f ψVfs = V ∗f QψQVf [s], it is reasonable to replace the identity with
the trace class self-adjoint operator QψQ. However, for a computationally tractable algorithm,
we sample Vf [s] before applying Qψ. This is a sample of the identity operator I in L2(G), which
is not trace class.
Proposition 17 (Bernstein type error bound). Let f be a coherent state system, D a uniformly
square integrable phase space operator with bound B, and F ∈ L2(G)∩L∞(G). Let C = (B ∥F ∥∞+
1∥ψ∥1 ∥D∥ ∥F ∥2 ) and σ2 = B2 ∥F ∥22. Then provided that K is large enough, namely
K ≥ ∥ψ∥1B2 ∥F ∥22 16( ln(1δ ) + 14)C2σ−4,
with probability of at least 1 − δ we have
∥DKF −D(ψF )∥ ≤ √∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 4√ln (1δ ) + 14 . (26)
Proof. We first prove that for every 0 ≤ t ≤ σ2/C
P( ∥DKF −D(ψF )∥ ≥ t) ≤ exp(− t2
8σ2
K∥ψ∥1 + 14) , (27)
using Theorem 16. Define the random vectors
vk = 1
K
(D0kF −D(ψF )),
where {D0k}Kk=1 are the independent realizations of D0. By Proposition 8, E(vk) = 0, and by
Proposition 9
E(∥vk∥2) ≤ ∥ψ∥1
K2
B2 ∥F ∥22 .
Therefore
K∑
k=1E(∥vk∥2) ≤ ∥ψ∥1K B2 ∥F ∥22 = ∥ψ∥1K σ2.
Moreover, for every gk ∈ G0
∥vk∥ ≤ 1
K
( ∥∥ψ∥1R(⋅, gk)F (gk)∥ + ∥D(ψF )∥ ) ≤ 1K ( ∥ψ∥1B ∥F ∥∞ + ∥D∥ ∥F ∥2 )
= ∥ψ∥1
K
(B ∥F ∥∞ + 1∥ψ∥1 ∥D∥ ∥F ∥2 ) = ∥ψ∥1K C.
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The proof of (27) then follows from Theorem 16.
Last, to get (26), set
δ = exp(− t2
8σ2
K∥ψ∥1 + 14)
t = 4σ√− ln(δ) + 1
4
√∥ψ∥1√
K
= √∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 4√− ln(δ) + 14 ,
and demand √∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 4√ln (1δ ) + 14 ≤ σ2C
Note that Proposition 17 is equivalent to Proposition 15 in the dependency on
√∥ψ∥1 /K.
However, Proposition 17 replaces the constant δ− 12 by the tighter 4√ln(1/δ) + 1/4.
Proposition 18 (Synthesis Monte Carlo error bound). Let f be a bounded coherent state system,
with ∥fg∥ ≤ C, and F ∈ L2(G). Then with probability more than 1 − δ, we have
∥V K∗f F − V ∗f [ψF ]∥2 ≤
√∥ψ∥1√
K
C ∥F ∥2 κ(δ).
where κ(δ) = δ− 12 , or κ(δ) = 4√ln ( 1
δ
) + 1
4
in case F ∈ L∞(G) and K large enough.
Note that in Propositions 9, 15, 17, and 18, the error is controlled by O(√∥ψ∥1√
K
). Thus, choosing
K = A ∥ψ∥1 results in error O(A− 12 ).
3.4 Output sampling in phase space operators
Given a phase space operator D with kernel R, to derive a fully discretized method, we sample
the output variable g′ of R(g′, g) in addition to the input variable g. Since in a phase space signal
processing procedure, F =Dr ○Vf [s] is then synthesized, it is enough to sample QDr ○Vf [s]. We
thus construct the approximation by first applying Dψ,K , and then sampling the output variable
using a discretized version of Q, namely Qη,L. Here, η is an envelop in phase space, supported on
G1, with the same assumptions as ψ, and L is the number of samples (in general η,L need not
coincide with ψ,K). We then use Proposition 13 to replace V K∗f F with the tractable computation∥ψ∥1∑Kk=1 F (gk)fgk . We allow a different sampling distribution for the output, since the domain
in phase space that contains most of the energy of the signal may change after applying D.
We consider K random samples of G0, {gk}Kk=1 with probability distribution ψ(g)∥ψ∥1 , L random
samples of G1, {yj}Lj=1 in the probability distribution η(g)∥η∥1 , and define the Monte Carlo approxi-
mation
Dη,K;ψ,LF = Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) = ∥η∥1 ∥ψ∥1
KL
L∑
j=1
K∑
k=1R(yj , gk)F (gk)Kyj .
The stochastic phase space signal processing procedure is given by
[V ∗f Dr ○ (Vf)]η,K;ψ,Ls = V η,L∗f (Dψ,Kr ○ (Vf [s])) = ∥η∥1 ∥ψ∥1KL L∑j=1 K∑k=1R(yj , gk)r(Vf [s](gk))fyj ,
(28)
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where r ∶ C → C is the pointwise nonlinearity. Note that the calculation of (28) requires K
inner product for vk = Vf [s](gk), an entrywise application of r on v, a matrix multiplication by
Rj,k = R(yj , gk), and the summation of K vectors
f R r(v).
Here, v ∈ CK is the column vector of the entries vk, R ∈ CK×L is the matrix with entries Rj,k, and
f ∈HL is the row signal valued vector, with entries fyj .
In the following we estimate the error of the stochastic method. We use the following simple
observation.
Lemma 19. Let Z1, . . . , Zm ∈ L1(U) be a set of positive integrable functions, where U is a measure
space. Denote by Z ∈ L1(U), the function given a.e by Z(u) = max{Z1(u), . . . , Zm(u)}. Then
∫ Z(u)du ≤ m∑
j=1∫ Zj(u)du.
Proposition 20. Consider a bounded coherent state system. Let D be a bounded phase space
operator, and consider the Monte Carlo operator Dη,K;ψ,L, where the L output samples are inde-
pendent of the K input samples. Then
E( ∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥2
2
)
≤ 4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 + 16∥η∥1L C2 ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥22 + 16∥η∥1 ∥ψ∥1KL B2C2 ∥F ∥22
= O (∥ψ∥1
K
+ ∥η∥1
L
) .
Proof. By the triangle inequality,
∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
≤ ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥
2
+ ∥QηDψ,KF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
.
By the fact that Q is a projection and 0 < η(g) ≤ 1,
∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
≤ ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥
2
+ ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥
2
so ∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥2
2
≤ 4Z(F ) (29)
where
Z(F ) = max{∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥2
2
, ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥2
2
}. (30)
Note that the maximum in (30) is pointwise in the samples g1, . . . , gK , y1, . . . , yK , namely the
argument that maximizes it is different for different samples in general. When calculating the
conditional expected value of ∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥2
2
, with respect to a fixed y = {yj}Lj=1 (de-
noted here by E( ⋅ ∣y)), we use the bound (29), Lemma 19, and Proposition 9 to get
E( ∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥2
2
∣y) ≤ 4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 + 4E( ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥22 ∣y),
so
E( ∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥2
2
) ≤ 4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 + 4E( ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥22 ),
where E denotes the expected value with respect to both input and output samples.
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Next we bound E( ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥2
2
). We have by Example 10,
E( ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥2
2
∣g) ≤ ∥η∥1
L
C2 ∥Dψ,KF ∥2
2
,
where g = {gk}Kk=1, and E( ⋅ ∣g) denotes the conditional expected value with respect to a fixed g.
Now, ∥Dψ,KF ∥
2
≤ ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥
2
+ ∥D[ψF ]∥2 ,
so ∥Dψ,KF ∥2
2
≤ 4X(F )
where
X(F ) = max{∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥2
2
, ∥D[ψF ]∥22 }.
Therefore, by Proposition 9 and the fact that ψ(g) ≤ 1,
E( ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥2
2
) ≤ ∥η∥1
L
C2(4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 + 4 ∥D∥22 ∥F ∥22 ).
Altogether,
E( ∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥2
2
) ≤
4
∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 + 4∥η∥1L C2(4∥ψ∥1K B2 ∥F ∥22 + 4 ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥22 )
= 4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 + 16∥η∥1L C2 ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥22 + 16∥η∥1 ∥ψ∥1KL B2C2 ∥F ∥22
We now prove two error bounds that hold with high probability. For Markov’s inequality we
use the above bound, and for Bernstein’s inequality we use independenty the input and output
samples.
Proposition 21 (Markov type error bound). Let D be a bounded phase space operator, and
consider the Monte Carlo operator Dη,K;ψ,K , where the L output samples are independent of the
K input samples. Then with probability of at least (1 − δ),
∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥2
2
≤ (4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥F ∥22 + 16∥η∥1L C2 ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥22 + 16∥η∥1 ∥ψ∥1KL B2C2 ∥F ∥22 )δ− 12 .
Proposition 22 (Bernstein type error bound). Let D be a bounded phase space operator, F ∈
L∞(G) ∩ L2(G), and consider the Monte Carlo operator Dη,K;ψ,K , where the L output samples
are independent of the K input samples. Then for K,L large enough, with probability of at least(1 − δ)2 (Note that for δ ≪ 1, (1 − δ)2 ≈ 1 − 2δ),
∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
≤
4
√∥η∥1√
L
C ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥2 √ln (1δ ) + 14 + 4(1 + 4
√∥η∥1√
L
C
√
ln (1
δ
) + 1
4
)√∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 √ln (1δ ) + 14
Proof. By the triangle inequality
∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
≤ ∥Qη,L(Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF ∥
2
+ ∥QηDψ,KF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
,
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and by the fact that Q is a projection and 0 < η(g) ≤ 1,
∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
≤ ∥Qη,Lf (Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF∥2 + ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥2 ,
By independence of the input and output samples, and by Example 10 and Proposition 9, in
probability of at least (1 − δ)2 we have
∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
≤ ∥Qη,Lf (Dψ,KF ) −QηDψ,KF∥2 + ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥2
≤ √∥η∥1√
L
C ∥Dψ,KF ∥
2
4
√
ln (1
δ
) + 1
4
+ ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥
2
≤ √∥η∥1√
L
C( ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥
2
+ ∥D[ψF ]∥2 ) 4√ln (1δ ) + 14 + ∥Dψ,KF −D[ψF ]∥2
≤ √∥η∥1√
L
C ∥D[ψF ]∥2 4√ln (1δ ) + 14 + (1 +
√∥η∥1√
L
Cδ− 12 )√∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 4√ln (1δ ) + 14
and since ∥D[ψF ]∥2 ≤ ∥D∥2 ∥ψF ∥2 ≤ ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥2 we have∥Dη,K;ψ,LF −QηD[ψF ]∥
2
≤√∥η∥1√
L
C ∥D∥2 ∥F ∥2 4√ln (1δ ) + 14 + (1 +
√∥η∥1√
L
C4
√
ln (1
δ
) + 1
4
)√∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥F ∥2 4√ln (1δ ) + 14
Approximation rate of stochastic phase space signal processing
Propositions 20,21 and 22 can be extended to the end-to-end phase space signal processing
approximation method (28) as follows. First, Vf [s] is sampled on the input samples {gk}Kk=1, and
the non-linearity is applied on these values via {r(Vf [s](gk))}Kk=1. This is equivalent to sampling
F = r(Vf [s](g)). The stochastic method in phase space Dη,K;ψ,LF then has an error rate given
in Propositions 20,21 and 22. Since the method (28) is the synthesis of Dη,K;ψ,LF , and synthesis
has operator norm 1, the method (28) has the exact same error rate. We summarize this in the
following Theorem.
Theorem 23. Consider a bounded coherent state system with bound C. Let D be a bounded phase
space operator with bound B, s a signal, and consider the stochastic phase space signal processing
procedure [V ∗f Dr ○ (Vf)]η,K;ψ,Ls defined in (28). Suppose that r ○ Vf [s] ∈ L2(G), then
1.
E( ∥[V ∗f Dr ○ (Vf)]η,K;ψ,Ls − V ∗f ηD(ψr ○ Vf [s])∥22 )
≤ 4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥22 + 16∥η∥1L C2 ∥D∥2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥22 + 16∥η∥1 ∥ψ∥1KL B2C2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥22
= O(∥ψ∥1
K
+ ∥η∥1
L
).
2. With probability at least 1 − δ
∥[V ∗f Dr ○ (Vf)]η,K;ψ,Ls − V ∗f ηD(ψr ○ Vf [s])∥22
≤ (4∥ψ∥1
K
B2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥22 + 16∥η∥1L C2 ∥D∥2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥22 + 16∥η∥1 ∥ψ∥1KL B2C2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥22 )δ− 12
= O(∥ψ∥1
K
+ ∥η∥1
L
)δ− 12 .
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3. Suppose r ○ Vf [s] ∈ L∞(G), then with probability at least (1 − δ)2 and large enough L,K
∥[V ∗f Dr ○ (Vf)]η,K;ψ,Ls − V ∗f ηD(ψr ○ Vf [s])∥2 ≤
4
√∥η∥1√
L
C ∥D∥2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥2 √ln (1δ ) + 14
+4(1 + 4√∥η∥1√
L
C
√
ln (1
δ
) + 1
4
)√∥ψ∥1√
K
B ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥2 √ln (1δ ) + 14
= O(∥ψ∥1
K
+ ∥η∥1
L
)√ln (1
δ
) + 1
4
.
3.5 Stochastic diffeomorphism operator
For a diffeomorphism operator, it is enough to sample the output, while working with the contin-
uous input. The idea is to apply an accurate diffeomorphism T of F , not followed by a projection,
and sample the output using QK . Consider a bounded coherent state system. Let T be a diffeo-
morphism operator based on the diffeomorphism d ∶ G0 → G0, and the function h. For F ∈ L2(G)
we have
TK,ψF ∶= QK,ψTF = QK,ψh(d−1(⋅))F(d−1(⋅))
= ∥ψ∥1
K
K∑
k=1h(d−1(gk))F(d−1(gk))Kgk .
Moreover, [V ∗f Tr ○ Vf ]K,ψs = ∥ψ∥1K K∑k=1h(d−1(gk))r(Vf [s](d−1(gk)))f(gk).
By Propositions 9, 17, and 15, [V ∗f Tr○Vf ]K,ψs approximates V ∗f ψTr○Vf [s] with approximation
order O(√∥ψ∥1√
K
). More accurately, we have
1.
E( ∥V ∗f ψTr ○ Vfs − [V ∗f Tr ○ Vf ]K,ψs∥2 ) ≤ ∥ψ∥1K C2 ∥T ∥22 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥2
Moreover, if ∣r(x)∣ = ∣x∣ for every x ∈ C, we have
E( ∥V ∗f ψTr ○ Vfs − [V ∗f Tr ○ Vf ]K,ψs∥2 ) ≤ ∥ψ∥1K C2 ∥T ∥22 ∥s∥2
2. With probability of at least 1 − δ, we have
∥[V ∗f Tr ○ Vf ]K,ψs − V ∗f ψTr ○ Vfs∥ ≤ √∥ψ∥1√
K
C ∥T ∥2 ∥r ○ Vf [s]∥κ(δ),
where κ(δ) is δ− 12 or 4√− ln(δ) + 1
4
if r ○ Vf [s] ∈ L∞(G) and K large enough. Moreover, if∣r(x)∣ = ∣x∣ for every x ∈ C, we have
∥[V ∗f Tr ○ Vf ]K,ψs − V ∗f ψTr ○ Vfs∥ ≤ √∥ψ∥1√
K
C ∥T ∥2 ∥s∥κ(δ).
Example 24. In integer time stretching phase vocodoer (Example 5), h(g) = 1, r is defined for
z = eiθa, with a ∈ R and θ ∈ [0, pi], by r(eiθa) = ei∆θa, where ∆ is the time stretching factor, and∥T ∥ = ∆, so
E( ∥V ∗f ψDr ○ Vfs − [V ∗f DVf ]K,ψs∥2 ) ≤ ∥ψ∥1K C2∆2 ∥s∥2
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and with probability at least 1 − δ, we have
∥[V ∗f DVf ]K,ψs − V ∗f ψDVfs∥ ≤ √∥ψ∥1√
K
C∆ ∥s∥κ(δ).
In particular, the number of samples needed for a certain accuracy is proportional to the amount
of stretching, which makes sense.
3.6 Integration of coherent state systems
It is sometimes possible to integrate a set of coherent state system to one system. Assume that{fs(⋅) ∶ G → H}s∈S is a collection of coherent state systems over the phase space G, and the
same signal space H. Suppose that S is a smooth manifold with Radon measure, and measure∣S∣ = 1. By Fubini’s theorem, we can show that f(⋅,⋅⋅) is a coherent state system over the phase
space G × S, where f(g,s) = fsg . Assume that we use the same ψ ∈ L1(G) for each fs(⋅). Denote
by abuse of notation ψ ∈ L1(G × S) the compactly supported function ψ(g, s) = ψ(g). Then∥ψ∥L1(G×S) = ∥ψ∥L1(G). As a result, the number of Monte Carlo samples {gk}k of fsg for fixed s,
and the number of samples {(gk, sk)}k of f(g,s), required for an error O( 1√A), is identical. In this
situation, increasing the dimension of phase space does not entail any increase in computational
complexity. In Section 4 we utilize this observation to increase the expressive capacity of the time
frequency plane by adding a new dimension, while not affecting the computational complexity.
Note that in regular discretizations (i.e. grid based) of coherent state systems, adding a dimension
typically multiplies the computational complexity by the number of samples along this dimension.
3.7 Discrete stochastic phase space signal processing
The last step in making our method practical, is discretizing the signal space H. The main goal
in this section is to relate the choice of ∥ψ∥1 to the data size M of the discretization of s. By this,
we can estimate the number of Monte Carlo samples needed to achieve a good approximation,
in terms of the number of samples of the discrete input signal. We show that in time-frequency
analysis ∥ψ∥1 = O(M) independently of the dimension of phase space, and thus a stochastic signal
processing in phase space method requires N,L = AM samples, for the approximation error of the
method to be O( 1√
A
).
3.7.1 Discretization of coherent state systems
We start by defining basic notions. For ψ ∈ L∞(G), define the multiplicative operator
Ψ ∶ L2(G)→ L2(G) , [ΨF ](g) = ψ(g)F (g)
Let {VM}∞M=1 be a sequence of subspaces of H, where each VM is dim(VM) dimensional. Let
PM be the orthogonal projection upon VM . If for every s ∈H,
lim
M→∞ ∥PMs − s∥H = 0,
we call {VM}∞M=1 a discretization of H. In practice, we assume that the signal data given to us
represents coefficients in a basis of VM for some M .
The idea in discretizing the coherent sate system, is to find an envelop ψM for each space
VM , such that for any s ∈ H, the approximation error of Vf [PMs] by ΨMVf [PMs] is controlled.
The functions ψM are interpreted as compact envelops in phase space, covering domains GM in
which most of the energy of functions from Vf [VM ] resides. In typical coherent state systems, like
STFT, CWT, and Shearlet transform, given a discretization dimension M , the required area of
GM is linear in M . In a sense, the amount of information in phase space, required to describe a
discrete signal, is proportional to the dimension of the discrete signal space, or to the amount of
information required to define a discrete signal.
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Definition 25. Let f ∶ G→H be a coherent state system. Let {VM}∞m=1 be a discretization of H,
such that each VM has dimension dim(VM) and projection PM .
1. The coherent state system f together with the discretization of H is called linear area
discretizable, if for every error tolerance  > 0, there exists a constant C > 0, such that for
each M ∈ N there is an envelop ψM with∥ψM∥1 ≤ Cdim(VM) (31)
such that for any s ∈H with nonzero PMs ∈ VM ,∥Vf [PMs] −ΨMVf [PMs]∥2∥Vf [PMs]∥2 < . (32)
2. For a linear area discretizable coherent state system f , and a fixed tolerance  > 0 with a
corresponding fixed envelop sequence {ψM}∞M=1 satisfying (31) and (32), we call f together
with {VM}∞m=1 and {ψM}∞M=1 an -linear area discretization of f .
Error in discrete stochastic phase space signal processing
Consider a bounded coherent state system f , with an -linear area discretization {VM , ψM}∞M=1.
For simplicity assume dim(VM) =M for every M ∈ N. Let PM be the projection upon VM , and D
be a uniformly square integrable phase space operator. Denote by GM the supports of ψM . For
simplicity, consider a Monte Carlo method for approximating D, with η = ψ and L = K. For a
fixed M ∈ N, and normalized s ∈H, we approximate
V ∗f Dr ○ Vfs
by
PM [V ∗f Dr ○ Vf ]ψM ,K;ψM ,K[PMs]. (33)
We can use all of the above theory, to show convergence of the method in high probability. Note
that ∥ψM∥1 < CM , and choose K of the form K = AM . The Monte-Carlo error satisfies
∥V ∗f Dr ○ Vf [PMs] − [V ∗f Dr ○ Vf ]ψM ,K;ψM ,K[PMs]∥2 = O(
√∥ψM∥1
K
) +  = O( 1√
A
) + , (34)
where O( 1√
A
) is interpreted either as mean error or as error in high probability, by Theorem 23.
Note that this analysis is uniform in s. Namely, for each M , the bound (34) is for every normalized
s.
To obtain a discrete output, the end-to-end discrete stochastic method (33) applies a projection
on the output of [V ∗f Dr○Vf ]ψM ,K;ψM ,K[PMs], which introduces an additional discretization error
term to (34).
3.7.2 Discretization of phase space in time frequency analysis
We now revisit time-frequency analysis, where the signal space is H = L2(R), with either of
the two time-frequecy transforms, namely the STFT or the CWT. We illustrate an approach for
a discretization procedure, omitting some technical details, and show that in this situation the
coherent state system is linear area discretizable. By Appendix D, we treat the CWT as a time-
frequency transform, sharing the same phase space as the STFT. This means that the analysis of
both of these examples can be unified.
Denote by M −1 ∈ N be the dimension of the discretization. Consider the interval [−√M
2
,
√
M
2
]
in the time domain R, and the M evenly sample points
{xn = n√
M
− √M
2
}M
n=0
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in this interval, with spacing 1√
M
. Consider the space of linear splines on the above grid, denoted
by PM . Namely, PM is the space of continuous L2(R) functions p, such that p is linear in each
interval [xn, xn+1] for n = 0, . . . ,M − 1. Note that by continuity
p(x0) = 0 = p(xM).
The space PM is spanned by the “tent function” basis. Namely, define the function e ∶ R→ C by
e(x) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
2(x + 1
2
) , − 1
2
≤ x < 0−2(x − 1
2
) , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
2
0 , otherwise
and for each n = 1, . . . , (M − 1) consider the function eMn ∶ R→ C defined by
eMn (x) = e(√M(x − xn)),
then {eMn }M−1n=1 is a basis for the linear spline space. Moreover, for every p ∈ PM , we have
p = M−1∑
n=1 p(xn)eMn .
The space PM has a convenient interpretation in the frequency domain. Let χ[− 12 , 12 ] ∶ R → C
be the indicator function of the interval [− 1
2
, 1
2
]. Namely
χ[− 12 , 12 ](x) = { 1 , − 12 ≤ x ≤ 120 , otherwise .
Then
e = χ[− 12 , 12 ] ∗ χ[− 12 , 12 ]
where ∗ denotes convolution. Since the Fourier transform of χ[− 12 , 12 ] is the sinc function, by
the convolution theorem, the Fourier transform of e is sinc2. Moreover, since translations and
dilations in the time domain correspond to modulations and dilations (in the opposite direction)
in the frequency domain respectively, we have
eˆMn (ω) = 1√
M
eixnxsinc2( 1√
M
ω)
= 1√
M
e
i( n√
M
−√M2 )ωsinc2( 1√
M
ω). (35)
In view of (35), we interpret the space PM in the frequency domain, as the space of trigonometric
polynomials of order M
2
and period
√
M , multiplied by the envelope sinc2( 1√
M
ω).
Next we show that under some conditions, the STFT and the CWT are linear area discretizable
over the linear spline discretization {PM}M of H. For the sufficient condition, we define the
expected value of q ∈ L2(R) as
eq = ∫R x ∣q(x)∣2 dx,
and the variance of q by
σq = ∫R(x − eq)2 ∣q(x)∣2 dx,
in case these values are finite.
Claim 26.
1. For any window f , having finite expected values and variances of both f and fˆ , the STFT
is linear area discretizable over the linear spline discretization {PM}M of H.
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2. For any window f , the CWT are linear area discretizable over the linear spline discretization{PM}M of H.
For the proof of Claim 26, we use the following corollary of Chebyshev inequality [27].
Lemma 27. Let p, q ∈ L2(R) have finite expected values ep, eq and finite variances σp, σq respec-
tively. Then ∣⟨p, q⟩∣ ≤ 2√σp∣ep − eq ∣ + 2
√
σq∣ep − eq ∣ + 4
√
σpσq∣ep − eq ∣2 .
Proof of Claim 26. In this proof, for a subset J ⊂ S, χJ ∶ S → {0,1} denote the characteristic
function of J . Denote by E the L2(R) normalization of e, and by EMn the L2(R) normalization
of eMn . Note that E
M
n are obtained by dilating and translating E. Denote E
M(x) = E(√Mx),
the dilated tent function centered at zero. Next we study the area in phase space, required to
approximate Vf [EM ] to some tolerance. We first construct domains JM in phase space, where
ψM = χJM will be shown to satisfy (31) and (32). We treat the two cases, of the STFT and the
CWT separately.
For the STFT, G = L2(R2) denotes the time-frequency plane. Note that the expected value of
E is eE = 0, and the variance σE is finite. Let ef be the expected value of f , and σf its variance.
Similarly, we denote the expected values and variances in phase space eEˆ , σEˆ , efˆ , σfˆ , and note
that eEˆ = 0 and σEˆ is finite. Let pi(g1, g2) be the translaton by g1 and modulation by g2 operator.
It is easy to check that
epi(g1,g2)f = ef + g1 , eF[pi(g1,g2)f] = efˆ + g2 , σpi(g1,g2)f = σf , σF[pi(g1,g2)f] = σfˆ
and
eEM = 0 , eEˆM = 0 , σEM = 1√
M
σE , σEˆM = √MσEˆ .
We study the time support and the frequency support in phase space separately. Note that
Vf [EM ](g1, g2) = ⟨EM , pi(g1, g2)f⟩ , (36)
so by Lemma 27,
∣Vf [EM ](g1, g2)∣ ≤ 2√σE√
M ∣ef + g1∣ + 2
√
σf∣ef + g1∣ + 4
√
σEσf√
M ∣ef + g1∣2 =∶ r1(g1). (37)
Moreover, by Cauchy Schwarz inequality,
∣Vf [EM ](g1, g2)∣ ≤ min{∥E∥2 ∥f∥2 , r1(g1)} =∶ R1(g1), (38)
with R1 ∈ L2(R). Note that for any tolerance κ > 0, there is an interval I1 about g1 = −ef , such
that for any M ≥ 1, ∥R1 − χI1R1∥2 < κ.
Similarly, by the fact that
Vf [EM ](g1, g2) = ⟨F[EM ],F[pi(g1, g2)f]⟩ , (39)
we obtain a bound
∣Vf [EM ](g1, g2)∣ ≤ 2√M√σEˆ∣efˆ + g2∣ +
2√σfˆ∣efˆ + g2∣ +
4
√
M√σEˆσfˆ∣efˆ + g2∣2 =∶ r2(g2). (40)
and ∣Vf [EM ](g1, g2)∣ ≤ min{∥E∥2 ∥f∥2 , r2(g1)} =∶ R2(g2), (41)
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with R2 ∈ L2(R). The following fact can be now shown: For any tolerance κ > 0, there is a constant
C, such that for any M ≥ 1, there is an interval IM2 , centered at g2 = −efˆ and of length C√M ,
such that ∥R1 − χIM2 R1∥2 < κ.
Now, define
R(g1, g2) = min{R1(g1, g2),R2(g1, g2)}
and note that ∣Vf [EM ](g1, g2)∣ ≤ R(g1, g2),
where R ∈ L2(G). As a result of the above analysis, replacing R by its lower bound Vf [EM ](g1, g2),
we get the following property. For any tolerance κ > 0, there is a constant C, such that for any
M ≥ 1, there is a rectangular domain JM = I1 × IM2 , centered at (−ef ,−efˆ) and of area C√M ,
such that ∥Vf [EM ] − χJMVf [EM ]∥2 < κ.
The above analysis can be generalized of EMn , where now we have the following property. For
any tolerance κ > 0, there is a constant C, such that for every n and for any M ≥ 1, there is a
rectangular domain JMn = I1 × IM2 , centered at (−ef + xn,−efˆ) and of area C√M , such that∥Vf [EMn ] − χJMn Vf [EMn ]∥2 < κ.
Here, we denote ψMn = χJMn .
Now consider the rectangular domains
QM = M⋃
n=1JMn ,
and note that the area of QM is O(M). We denote χQM = ψM .
Next we treat the CWT case. For any error tolerance κ, there is a domain G0 ⊂ G, with a
characteristic function ψ = χG0 , such that∥Vf [E] −ΨVf [E]∥2 < κ. (42)
Translations and dilations of E in the signal domain, correspond to some translations in the time-
scale space of the CWT, of Vf [E]. For the translation-dilation γMn , defined by γMn E = EMn , let us
denote by ΓMn the translation in phase space, satisfying
ΓMn Vf [E] = Vf [EMn ].
Note that ΓMn is a unitary operator. It is thus evident that the envelop
ψMn ∶= ΓMn ψ,
with support [G0]Mn , satisfies ∥Vf [EMn ] −ΨMn Vf [EMn ]∥2 < κ.
Indeed, ∥Vf [EMn ] −ΨMn Vf [EMn ]∥2 = ∥ΓMn Vf [E] − ΓMn ΨVf [E]∥2 = ∥Vf [E] −ΨVf [E]∥2 .
Define the envelop ψM as
ψM(g) = max
n=1,...,M−1{ψMn (g)}.
Next we treat the STFT and the CWT in a unified analysis, where ψM , ψMn denote either the
envelopes of the STFT or the envelopes of the CWT, constructed above. For any n we have∥Vf [EMn ] −ΨMVf [EMn ]∥2 ≤ ∥Vf [EMn ] −ΨMn Vf [EMn ]∥2 < κ.
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Moreover, ∥ψM∥
1
= O(M).
Next, we show (32) of Definition 25. Let s ∈H have nonzero q = PMs. Denote the expansion of q
in the normalized tent basis by
q =∑
n
cnE
M
n .
We have ∥Vf [q] −ΨMVf [q]∥2 ≤∑
n
∥cnVf [EMn ] − cnΨMVf [EMn ]∥2
=∑
n
∣cn∣2 ∥Vf [EMn ] −ΨMVf [EMn ]∥2
Thus, since by construction the error in one tent approximation is κ, we have
∥Vf [q] −ΨMVf [q]∥2 ≤ κ2∑
n
∣cn∣2 .
Now, by the fact that {EMn }n is a Riesz basis, there is a constant J such that
∑
n
∣cn∣2 ≤ J ∥q∥2 .
Therefore ∥Vf [q] −ΨMVf [q]∥2∥q∥2 ≤ J ∥Vf [q] −ΨMVf [q]∥
2
∑j ∣cj ∣2 < Jκ2.
To conclude, for the desired error tolerance , we choose κ = √
J
in the above construction, and
obtain ∥Vf [q] −ΨMVf [q]∥∥s∥ < .
Note that it is reasonable to consider the phase space support GM = [x0, xM ]2 for the dis-
cretization, even though the  error of (32) in this case is not uniformly small (uniformly in s).
Indeed, the time support of PM is [x0, xM ], so windows that decay fast enough in time lead to
small coefficients at times away from [x0, xM ]. Moreover, all of the frequency information of any
p ∈ PM resides in one period of the underlying trigonometric polynomial, namely in the frequency
band [x0, xM ]. The frequency content of p away from [x0, xM ] can be thought of as an artifact
of the discretization.
The above analysis does not resolve all of the aspects of discrete calculations in practice. Indeed,
for a window function f ∈ PM , a generic transformed window pi(g)f is not in PM . However, observe
that for q = PMs ∈ PM ,
Vf [q](g) = ⟨q,PMpi(g)f⟩ . (43)
Moreover, since the output of the stochastic method is projected to PM , only the projected
windows PMpi(g)f are used in calculation. In practice, we can use a computationally tractable
way to approximate PMpi(g)f , like the interpolation (for smooth enough f)
[pi(g)f]M = M−1∑
n=1 [pi(g)f](xn)eMn . (44)
Lastly, we estimate the computational complexity of calculating the sampled coefficients of the
CWT. The support size of a window in time is proportional to the reciprocal of frequency, and a
time computation of a coefficient is linear in the support size of the window. Thus, the expected
time for computing a coefficient is O( log(M)). As a result, the average complexity for calculating
K coefficients is O(K log(M)). By Propositions 20 and 22, we take L = K = AM samples for
some constant A.
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Example 28 (Discrete Monte Carlo time-pitch modification). The discrete signal in CM is in-
terpreted as samples of a linear spline function. The support in phase space is of
√
M
√
M area.
Thus, the required number of samples for convergence in high probability is K = AN , with error
of the order O( 1√
A
). We note that in practical application of phase vocoder, for real world audio
signals, A can be chosen small, e.g. 10. For A = O(1) the computational complexity of the method
is O(M log(M)), which is comparable to FFT.
4 Stochastic localized time-frequency phase vocoder
Phase vocoder in an application of the STFT for audio signal processing. Given an audio signal,
the goal in time dilation phase vocoder is to slow down, or speed up the signal, without changing
its pitch. This is achieved by taking the STFT Vf [s] of the signal s, dilating Vf [s] along the time
dilation via Vf [s](g1/d, g2), modifying the phases by F (g1, g2) = exp(iθ(g1, g2)) ∣Vf [s](g1/d, g2)∣,
and synthesizing the result to the signal domain by V ∗f F . For integer d, the phase modification is
θ(g1, g2) = dArg(Vf [s](g1, g2)). This process is intuitive, except perhaps for the phase modification
step. The idea behind it comes from the following signal model, in which a signal is a sum of
slowly varying pure waves,
s(x) = M∑
m=0Am(x) exp(iλm(x)). (45)
Here, the instantaneous frequency of the mth component, λ′m(x), and the amplitude Am(x) are
slowly varying. The STFT phase vocoder method is justified for this model, if the frequency
resolution is fine enough to approximate the instantaneous frequencies [24]. Too see this, for a
near constant isolated local frequency element
r(x) = A(x)eiλx
The phase vocoder should return the signal
O[r](x) = A(x/d)eiλx.
For a slowly varying A, we have
Vf [s](g1, g2) ≈ A(g1)∫ eiλxe−ig2(x−g1)f(x − g1)dx.
Assume that f is real valued, so
Vf [s](g1, g2) ≈ A(g1)eig1g2e−ig1(g2−λ)fˆ(g2 − λ)
= A(g1)eig1λfˆ(g2 − λ)
We aim at outputting at dg1 the value= A(g1)eidg1λfˆ(g2 − λ)
However, it is not possible to simply multiply the phase by d, since the phase is only given modulo
2pi. However, if d is an integer,
(dg1λ)mod 2pi = (d((g1λ)mod 2pi))mod 2pi,
so the multiplication of the phase by d is allowed directly. When d is not an integer, the phase
modification is defined according to a phase unwrapping process (see e.g. [43]), which is an active
research area. In this paper we focus on integer dilation, thus avoiding the phase unwrapping
problem.
The signal model (45) does not accommodate signals having percussive sounds and transient
events, like drums or fast string picking. When the time separation of two such features is smaller
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than the size of the window of the STFT, stretching time using phase vocoder will not increase
the characteristic distance between features (see Figure 1 ). To accommodate such percussive
features, we propose in this paper to replace the STFT with the CWT. Indeed, the CWT is capable
of localizing time singularities. Some work have been done in this direction in the past (see e.g
[37, 26]). According to Appendix D, we can treat the CWT as a time-frequency transform, which
makes it appropriate for phase vocoder. Another important advantage in using wavelet atoms
instead of STFT atoms is for alleviating phasiness artifacts. Phasiness is the audible artifact
resulting from summing two time-frequency atoms with intersecting time and freuqency supports,
but with out of sync phases. To understand this phenomenon, consider for example two time
frequency atoms f1(x) = f(x)eig2x and f2(x) = f(x − g1)eig′2x, where g1 is smaller than the time
support of f and g2−g′2 is smaller than the frequency support of f . Let c1 = r1eiθ1 and c2 = r2eiθ2 be
the two coefficients of the atoms. The modulus of the coefficients, r1 and r2, is clearly interpreted
as how much each time-frequency atom is present in the signal. The phase of the coefficients, eiθ1
and eiθ2 , has a more subtle role. Typically, phases of neighboring atoms are in sync, in the sense
that the superposition of the atoms f1 + f2 does not cancel the modulus of each f1, f2. When the
phases are out of sync, the cancellation in the superposition leads to an audible artifact called
phasiness. We suggest that the pungency of phasiness is a factor of the number of osculation inside
the window f . The more oscilations there are in the windows, the more opportunity they have to
be out of sync. Note that in STFT windows, the higher the frequecy the more oscilations there
are in each window. This means that high frequencues are more prone to phasiness. However, in
CWT atoms the number of osculations is constant, independent of the frequency, which alleviates
the problem of phasiness in high frequenies.
In the following we list three issues with the CWT approach to time-frequency signal processing,
and the way we resolve them. First, the standard CWT discretization is incompatible with time-
frequency feature extraction. Indeed, the discretization of the CWT is based on an exponential grid
in the frequency direction, while polyphonic audio signals typically have time-frequency features
which are well spread in the time-frequency plane. This means that generic high frequency features
cannot be accurately extracted using discrete wavelets. On the other hand, the measure in the
time-frequency plane of the CWT is uniform, and a measure exhibits no directionality. This
means that the CWT does not exhibit the low resolution in the high frequencies that the discrete
wavelet transform does. A continuous Monte Carlo method is beneficial for time-frequency feature
extraction using the CWT, since random samples capture the measure of the time-frequency plane,
without any bias to a specific direction.
Second, to avoid overly large time supports for large frequencies, we combine the STFT with
the CWT into one coherent state system. In this combined system, small frequencies are analyzed
using the STFT, and high frequencies are analyzied using the CWT.
The last issue is related to the fact that windows are subject to the uncertainty principle. The
better a window is equipped to accurately measure frequencies, the less accurately it measures
time. Different signal features call for a different balance between the time and the frequency
measurement accuracy. In polyphonic signals we expect a range of such appropriate balances,
which means that no choice of window is appropriate for all features. We thus introduce a new axis
to the time-frequency phase space, controlling the balance between time accuracy and frequency
accuracy. By Subsection 3.6, the introduction of this new axis does not affect the value ∥ψ∥1,
which means that it does not require an increase in Monte Carlo samples, and the computational
complexity of the Monte Carlo method is not affected. Thus, the new axis is another justification
for using a Monte Carlo method rather than a grid method. We remark that working with Gabor
atoms without a fixed spread was studied in [35]. However, in [35] the spread of the window is
fixed for each time, where in our approach we have all of the spreads in all times.
4.1 The localizing time-frequency coherent state system
The combination of the STFT with the CWT was studied in many papers in the past. Such frame-
works, when based on group representations, are usually called affine Weyl-Heisenberg transforms
(see e.g [40, 39, 23]). In this paper we construct a combination of the STFT and the CWT which
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is a coherent state system, but not a wavelet transform. We find that omitting the wavelet re-
striction from our coherent state systems, makes it more applicable for signal processing. In the
following we construct the coherent state system in a series of steps.
4.1.1 The dilated STFT
First we show a way to incorporate dilations into the STFT, resulting in a coherent state system,
in the framework of Subsection 3.6. Let f be a normalized window. Let 0 < α < 1 < β ∈ R be a
band of dilations, and consider the manifold
W = {(g1, g2, g3) ∣ g1, g2 ∈ R, g3 ∈ (α,β)}
with the standard smooth structure and standard Lebesgue measure 1
β−αdg1dg2dg3. Since for each
fixed g3, (g1, g2)↦ pi(g1, g2, g3)f = L(g1)Q(g2)D(g3)f
is a coherent state system (STFT), by Subsection 3.6,
(g1, g2, g3)↦ pi(g1, g2, g3)f = L(g1)Q(g2)D(g3)f
is also a coherent sate system. We call the resulting transform Vf ∶ L2(R) → L2(W) the dilated
STFT. Note that any version of the dilated STFT, based on the measure r(g3)dg1dg2dg3 such
that ∫ βα r(g3)dg3 = 1, is also a coherent state system.
4.1.2 The modulated CWT
We continue with a way to incorporate modulation to the CWT, which gives a coherent state
system. We assume that signals sˆ are supported in (0,∞). By Appendix D, in the CWT, every
frequency is associated with a unique time spread, inverse proportional to the frequency. Instead,
in the modulated CWT, we take for each frequency a band of time spreads, where the boundaries
of the band are inverse proportional to the frequency, as explained next.
Let b ∈ L2(R) be a function, with mean time eTb = 0 and time variance σTb (see (58) - (61) for
the definitions of mean and variance). Assume that eFb = 0 and σFb is smaller than some frequency
ω0, in such a way that most of the energy of bˆ is supported in [−ω0, ω0], and bˆ(ω) ≪ 1 for every
ω ≤ −ω0. Assume moreover that bˆ is differentiable. There is a way to construct a CWT window
from such a generic b, which generalizes Morlet wavelets [31]. Consider ω2 > ω1 > ω0, g3 ∈ [ω1, ω2],
and define
fg3(x) = b(x)(eig3x − bˆ(−g3)
bˆ(0) ). (46)
It can be verified that fg3 is a CWT window, with mean frequency g3. Such a CWT window has
a similar interpretation to a time-frequency atom of the STFT, since it is a modulated window.
Consider the CWT representation pi(g1, g2). Similarly to the dilated STFT, it can be shown
that G ∋ (g1, g2, g3) ↦ 1∥Afg3∥pi(g1, g2)fg3 is a coherent state system. Here, A is the Duflo-Moore
operator (15) of the CWT, and G is defined to be the direct product of the affine group A with
the interval [ω1, ω2], endowed with the direct product measure 1ω2−ω1 d(g1, g2)dg3. We call this
coherent state system the modulated CWT. Note that any version of the modulated CWT, based
on the measure r(g3)d(g1, g2)dg3 such that ∫ ω2ω1 r(g3)dg3 = 1, is also a coherent state system. This
means that the normalization in G ∋ (g1, g2, g3)↦ 1∥Afg3∥pi(g1, g2)fg3 can be omitted, and replaced
by a global normalization G ∋ (g1, g2, g3)↦ Cpi(g1, g2)fg3 .
In practice we would like to replace the Morlet wavelet by a modulated bump function, without
additional modifications. When bˆ(−g3)
bˆ(0) is small, fg3 can be approximated by b(x)eig3x if we are
willing to suffer a small multiplicative error in the frequency domain, as explained next. Let us
redefine
fg3 = b(x)eig3x.
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Assume that t.he wavelet reconstruction formula is approximated using only scales in (α,β), for
some small α and big β. Let s˜ be the approximate reconstruction of sˆ. Fix g3 ∈ [ω1, ω2]. The
wavelet reconstruction in frequency, restricted to one scale, is given by
∫ ∞−∞ ∫ ∞0 sˆ(κ) exp (2pii(ω − κ)g1)√g2fˆg3(g2κ)√g2fˆg3(g2ω)dκdg1= ∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞−∞ exp (2pii(ω − κ)g1)dg1sˆ(κ)√g2fˆg3(g2κ)√g2fˆg3(g2ω)dκ= sˆ(ω)g2 ∣fˆg3(g2ω)∣2
So the approximate reconstruction, integrating over α < g2 < β is given by
s˜(ω) = sˆ(ω)∫ β
α
g2 ∣fˆg3(g2ω)∣2 1g22 dg2 = sˆ(ω)∫ βα ∣fˆg3(g2ω)∣2 1g2 dg2. (47)
Changing variable g2ω = r, dg2 = 1ωdr, we get
s˜(ω) = sˆ(ω)∫ ωβ
ωα
ω
r
∣fˆg3(r)∣2 1ωdr
= sˆ(ω)∫ ωβ
ωα
1
r
∣fˆg3(r)∣2 dr.
Thus, if we denote
R(ω) = ∫ ωβ
ωα
1
r
∣fˆg3(r)∣2 dr, (48)
we can write
s˜(ω) = sˆ(ω)R(ω).
Our goal then is to find a setting in which R(ω) is approximately constant.
Assume that the reconstruction formula is restricted to reconstruct the signal in the frequency
interval [κ0, κ1], which contains most of the energy of sˆ. For different ω, the integral in (48) is
over a different interval. If κ1α < κ0β, the interval [κ1α,κ0β] is shared by all integration intervals.
The idea is to demand that the integrals of 1
r
∣fˆg3(r)∣2 in [κ0α,κ1α] and [κ0β,κ1β] are small. We
thus need in some sense α≪ 1
κ1
and β ≫ 1
κ0
. More accurately, for the interval [κ0α,κ1α], assume
that ∣ˆb(−ω′)∣2 ≤  for some small  and every ω′ ∈ [ω0, ω2]. Assume
κ1α < (ω1 − ω0). (49)
By the fact that fˆg3(ω) = bˆ(ω − g3) and g3 ≥ ω1, we have ∣fˆg3(r)∣2 < e in [−w2 + g3,−w0 + g3].
Since [κ0α,κ1α] ⊂ [0, ω1 − ω0] ⊂ [−w2 + g3,−w0 + g3], this means that ∣fˆg3(r)∣2 < e in [κ0α,κ1α].
Therefore ∫ κ1α
κ0α
1
r
∣fˆ(r)∣2 dr ≤ ∫ κ1α
κ0α
1
r
dr =  ln(κ1
κ0
).
Thus we require  ln(κ1
κ0
) ≪ 1, which is equivalent to
κ1
κ0
≪ e−. (50)
Treating the second interval is simpler. We require
κ0β >> 1, (51)
to ensure that the integral ∫ ∞κ0β 1r ∣fˆ(r)∣2 dr is small. Equation (49),(50) and (51) bound the
interval [κ0, κ1] in which we can reconstruct sˆ from above, and bound the interval [α,β] in which
we calculate the reconstruction integral from below, to guarantee approximate reconstruction. In
particular, the bounds are with respect to the size of fˆg3(w) near ω = 0, which is allowed to be
nonzero.
Remark 29. In practice, we can choose b as an arbitrary bump in time, and use sufficiently large
modulations in (46). The reconstructed signal s˜(ω) can be inverse filtered by R(ω) post processing.
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4.1.3 A patched CWT-STFT
In this subsection we show how to patch together the STFT with the CWT, using the STFT for
small frequencies, and the CWT for high frequencies. Assume that sˆ is supported in (0,∞). for
a CWT window f , and a STFT window y, we define a coherent state system as the CWT atoms
for scales (0, 1
α
) combined with the STFT atoms for frequencies (−β,α). We then show how to
patch together the dilated STFT with the modulated CWT.
Next we show how to choose f and y to guarantee that the combined STFT-CWT system is a
coherent state system. Let s˜1 be the approximate reconstruction of sˆ, using (47), with integration
boundaries for scale (0, α). We have
s˜(ω) = sˆ(ω)∫ α
0
∣fˆ(g2ω)∣2 1
g2
dg2
Similarly, for the STFT based on the window y, we can show that the approximate reconstruction
s˜2, integrating over the frequencies −β < g2 < α is
s˜2(ω) = sˆ(ω)∫ α−β ∣yˆ(ω − g2)∣2 dg2.
Define
Y (κ) = ∫ κ−∞ ∣yˆ(κ)∣2 dκ , F (κ) = ∫ κ−∞ ∣fˆ(κ)∣2 1κdκ.
For the combined method to reconstruct sˆ, we require for every ω > 0,
sˆ(ω)∫ α−β ∣yˆ(ω − g2)∣2 dg2 + sˆ(ω)∫ α0 ∣fˆ(g2ω)∣2 1g2 dg2 = sˆ(ω)
A solution, namely a choice of y and f , is found as follows. Change variable ω − g2 = κ, to get
∫ α−β ∣yˆ(ω − g2)∣2 dg2 = ∫ ω+βω−α ∣yˆ(κ)∣2 dκ= Y (ω + β) − Y (ω − α)
Assume that β ≫ σF (y), so Y (ω + β) ≈ ∥yˆ∥2 = 1. Thus
∫ α−β ∣yˆ(ω − g2)∣2 dg2 ≈ 1 − Y (ω − α).
For the CWT part, change variable g2ω = κ, to get
∫ α
0
∣fˆ(g2ω)∣2 1
g2
dg2 = ∫ ωα
0
∣fˆ(κ)∣2 ω
κ
dκ
= ωF (ωα) − ωF (0).
By construction F (0) = 0, so ∫ α
0
∣fˆ(g2ω)∣2 1
g2
dg2 = ωF (ωα)
To have a reconstruction for the combined coherent state system, we thus need
1 − Y (ω − α) + ωF (ωα) = 1. (52)
One way to solve (52), is to first choose fˆ , derive F , obtain Y by
Y (ω − α) = ωF (ωα),
and calculate the y window satisfying
y = √Y ′.
Of course, we can also start with a choise of y, and derive f .
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Remark 30. In practice, the relation (52) need not hold exactly. For reasonable choices of fˆ , yˆ,
the reconstruction will simply multiply the signal by Z(ω) = 1−Y (ω−α)+ωF (ωα) in the frequency
domain. This error can be eliminated post-calculation, by inverse filtering the output signal with
Z(ω).
To construct a patched modulated CWT - dilated STFT, we solve (52) for each fg3 , g3 ∈[ω0, ω1]. We call the resulting coherent state system the localizing time-frequency (LTF) coherent
state system, and the corresponding analysis transform the LTF transform. We can summarize
a definition of the LTF transform as follows. An LTF coherent state system is based on the three
dimensional phase space G = R2×[l0, l1]. There is a “transition frequency” g02 , such that if g2 > g02 ,
the atom f(g1,g2,g3) behaves as a CWT atom, and for g2 ≤ g02 the atom f(g1,g2,g3) behaves as a
STFT atom. For g = (g1, g2, g2) ∈ G, g1 represent the time of the atom f(g1,g2,g3), g2 represents
the frequency of the atom, and g3 determines the time spread of the atom. If g2 > g02 , the time
spread of the atom f(g1,g2,g3) is g3g02g2 , and for g2 ≤ g02 the time spread of the atom f(g1,g2,g3) is g3.
Suppose we discretize the signal space using M samples. Thus, for a fixed g3 = g03 , the time-
frequency cross section {(g1, g2, g3) ∈ G ∣ g3 = g03} in phase space requires an envelop ψg03(g1, g2) of
norm ∥ψg03∥1 =M . Since the measure of [l0, l1] along g3 is 1, the envelope ψ(g1, g2, g3) = ψg03(g1, g2)
has norm ∥ψ∥1 =M . This means that the error in the Monte Carlo method, based on K samples,
is O(√M
K
). We thus consider K = AM samples, for A = O(1).
Remark 31. There is another approach for combining the STFT with the CWT. The idea is to
filter the signal to low and high frequencies, using a partition of unity in the frequency domain
L(ω) + H(ω) = 1, L,H ∶ R+ → R+. Here, L(ω)sˆ(ω) is the low frequency component of s, and
H(ω)sˆ(ω) is the high frequency component of s. For the high frequency component, we calculate the
modulated CWT, and for the low frequency component we calculate the dilated STFT. This signal
transform can be formulated as a bounded coherent state system as follows. Let {yg}g∈G be the
atoms of th STFT, and {fg}g∈G′ be the atoms of the CWT, both represented in the time-frequency
phase space G′ = G = R2. Consider the two systems of atoms {√L(ω)yg}g∈G, {√H(ω)fg}g∈G. It
can be shown that
z ∶ G ∪G′ → L2(R) , z(g) = { √L(ω)yg , if g ∈ G√
H(ω)fg , if g ∈ G′
is a bounded coherent state system, with the norm in L2(G ∪G′) defined by
∥F ∥ = √∫
G
∣F (g)∣2 dg + ∫
G′ ∣F (g)∣2 dg.
In practice, the high frequencies of the STFT in G and the low frequencies of the CWT in G′, can
be omitted with small error.
4.2 Monte-Carlo LTF phase vocoder
An LTF phase vocoder is defined by
Dd(s) = ∫
G
c(g1, g2, g3)f( 1d g1,g2,g3)dg1dg2dg3
where
c(g1, g2, g3) = exp (d Arg ⟨s, f(g1,g2,g3)⟩ i) ∣⟨s, f(g1,g2,g3)⟩∣ .
The Monte Carlo LTF phase vocoder can be formulated explicitly as follows. Let g1, . . . , gK be
K random samples in phase space, with coordinates gk = (gk1 , gk2 , gk3). The stretched signal reads
DKd s = MK K∑k=1 ckf( 1d gk1 ,gk2 ,gk3 )
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where for each k = 1, . . . ,K,
ck = exp (d Arg ⟨s, f(gk1 ,gk1 ,gk3 )⟩ i) ∣⟨s, f(gk1 ,gk1 ,gk3 )⟩∣ ,
and M is the number of discrete samples in the discrete signal s. For high frequencies, the time
support size of an atom is inverse proportional to its frequency, and for low frequencies the support
size of the atom is constant. Thus the average time support size of atoms is O(log(M)). Since
in the Monte Carlo method we consider AM samples, and in practice A = O(1) is typically not
big, the overall complexity of the method is O(M log(M)). This computational complexity is
comparable to discrete methods based on wavelet frames.
In Figure 1 and 2 we offer toy examples. In the experiments, we compare the Monte Carlo LTF
method to both a standard STFT phase vocoder, and a grid based wavelet phase vocoder. For the
comparison with the STFT method (Figure 1), we consider a signal that comprises a sequence of
delta singularities and a constant frequency. The distance between the delta singularities is smaller
than the size of the window, and thus the STFT phase vocoder doesn’t increase the characteristic
distance between the deltas after the dilation. The Monte Carlo LTF phase vocoder succeeds
in preserving the constant frequency part, while dilating the distance between the deltas. The
number of atoms used in the Monte Carlo method is 20N , where N = 5000 is the dimension of
the discrete signal. In the second comparison (Figure 2), the Monte Carlo LTF phase vocoder is
compared to a wavelet grid phase vocoder. The signal is composed of a sequence of deltas in time
and a sequence of deltas in frequency. The grid method is unable to reconstruct both the deltas
in time and the deltas in frequency, and artifacts in the frequency domain are created in the form
of deltas in frequencies that do not appear in the original signal. On the other hand, the Monte
Carlo LTF phase vocoder succeeds in obtaining the correct deltas both in time and frequency. The
number of atoms used in both methods is 30N , where N = 5000 is the dimension of the discrete
signal.
Figure 1: Comparison of the STFT phase vocoder with the LTF phase vocoder. Top: a signal
s composed of a constant frequency and a sequence of deltas. The STFT window is in blue, and
the CWT window is in red. Middle: the result of the STFT phase vocoder. Bottom: the result of
the LTF phase vocoder.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the discrete wavelet phase vocoder with the LTF phase vocoder. Left
column: the signals in the time domain. Right column: the signals in the frequency domain. Top:
the signal s is composed of a sequence of deltas in time and a sequence of deltas in frequency.
Middle: the result of the discrete wavelet phase vocoder. Bottom: the result of the LTF phase
vocoder.
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A Weak vector integrals
Definition 32. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and G a measure space. Let v ∶ G → H be a
mapping such that the mapping
s↦ ∫
G
⟨s, v(g)⟩dg
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is continuous in s ∈H. Then the weak vector integral (or weak H integral) is defined to be the
vector ∫
G
v(g)dg ∈H
such that ∀s ∈H . ∫
G
⟨s, v(g)⟩dg = ⟨s,∫
G
v(g)dg⟩ .
The existence of such a vector is guaranteed by Riesz representation theorem. In this case, v is
called a weakly integrable function.
Example 33.
1. If G is a Radon space which is a probability space, v ∶ G→H is continuous, and g ↦ ∥v(g)∥
is in L∞(G), then ∫G v(g)dg is a weak integral.
2. The reconstruction integral (8) of a coherent state system is a weak integral.
Proposition 34. Let v ∶ G→H be a weakly integrable function, and T a bounded linear operator
in H. Then Tv is weakly integrable and
∫
G
Tv(g)dg = T ∫
G
v(g)dg.
Proof. Let s ∈H. We have
⟨s, T ∫
G
v(g)dg⟩ = ⟨T ∗s,∫
G
v(g)dg⟩ .
By definition of ∫G v(g)dg as the vector that realizes the continuous functional s↦ ∫G ⟨s, v(g)⟩dg,
we have ⟨T ∗s,∫
G
v(g)dg⟩ = ∫
G
⟨T ∗s, v(g)⟩dg = ∫
G
⟨s, Tv(g)⟩dg
where by definition, we have
∫
G
⟨s, Tv(g)⟩dg = ⟨s,∫
G
Tv(g)dg⟩ .
Indeed, the linear functional s↦ ∫G ⟨s, Tv(g)⟩dg is continuous, since
∫
G
⟨s, Tv(g)⟩dg = ⟨T ∗s,∫
G
v(g)dg⟩
and s↦ T ∗s and q ↦ ⟨q, ∫G v(g)dg⟩ are continuous. To conclude, for every s ∈H,
⟨s, T ∫
G
v(g)dg⟩ = ⟨s,∫
G
Tv(g)dg⟩
so
T ∫
G
v(g)dg = ∫
G
Tv(g)dg.
Remark 35. When G is a probability space, v ∶ G → H is termed a random vector, and if v is
weakly integrable the expected value
E(v) = ∫
G
v(g)dg
is well defined. By Proposition 34, for any bounded linear operator T in H, E(Tv) = TE(v)
Weak vector integrals can be also defined on Banach spaces and their continuous duals. We
consider here the L1(G) case, where G is a measure space.
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Definition 36. Let G be a measure space. Let
v ∶ G→ L1(G) , g ↦ v(g, ⋅)
be a mapping such that
L∞(G) ∋ s↦ ∫
G
∫
G
s(g′)v(g, g′)dg′dg ∈ C
is a continuous functional (in L∞(G)∗ ≅ L1(G)). Then the weak L1(G) integral is defined to be
the vector ∫
G
v(g, ⋅)dg ∈ L1(G)
such that ∀s ∈H . ∫
G
∫
G
s(g′)v(g, g′)dg′dg = ∫
G
s(g′)∫
G
v(g, g′)dgdg′.
The existence of such a vector is guaranteed by the fact that L∞(G)∗ ≅ L1(G). In this case, v is
called a weakly L1(G) integrable function.
B Bernstein’s inequality in Hilbert spaces
In this appendix we prove a version of Bernstein’s inequality for random vectors in Hilbert spaces,
namely Theorem 16. The proof of Theorem 16 is based on the finite dimensional counterpart,
presented in [4, Theorem 2.6]. There, the theorem is formulated for vectors in Rn. However, there
is a simple extension of the theorem to Cn, by realificating Cn to R2n . Namely, we consider the
real vector space Cn taken as the vectors of the complex vector space Cn, and restricting the scalar
field to R (for realification see [6, Page 117]). The complex finite dimensional theorem follows.
Theorem 37 (Finite dimensional Bernstein inequality). Let {vk}Kk=1 ⊂ Cd be a finite sequence
of independent random vectors. Suppose that E(vk) = 0 and ∥vk∥2 ≤ B a.s. and assume that
σ2 > ∑Kk=1E ∥vk∥22. Then for all 0 ≤ t ≤ σ2/B,
P (∥ K∑
k=1 vk∥ ≥ t) ≤ exp(− t
2
8σ2
+ 1
4
) .
Proof of Theorem 16. Let {Pj}j∈N be an increasing sequence of self-adjoint projections to finite
dimensional subspaces ofH, such that limj→∞ Pj = I in the strong topology. Namely, for any j < j′,
Pj projects to a subspace of the space upon Pj′ projects, and for every v ∈ H, limj→∞ Pjv = v.
Such a sequence can be constructed e.g by projecting to finite spans of orthogonal basis elements.
Let us use Theorem 37 on the random vectors {vjk}Kk=1 = {Pjvk}Kk=1, as vectors of Cdj , for fixed j.
By Remark 35 we have
E(vjk) = E(Pjvk) = PjE(vk) = 0.
Next, by the fact that Pj is a projection
∥vjk∥ = ∥Pjvk∥ ≤ ∥vk∥ ≤ B.
Last, the pointwise bound ∥Pjvk∥2 ≤ ∥vk∥2 carries to the integrals in the calculation of the expected
values, so
K∑
k=1E ∥vjk∥2 =
K∑
k=1E ∥Pjvk∥2 ≤
K∑
k=1E ∥vk∥2 ≤ σ2.
Thus, Theorem 37 gives
∀ 0 ≤ t ≤ σ2/B . P(∥ K∑
k=1 v
j
k∥) ≤ exp ( − t28σ2 + 14). (53)
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Next we show that (53) carries also in the limit as j →∞. Consider the following functions in
the probability space GK0 . The characteristic function χ of the set
{g ∣ ∥ K∑
k=1 vk∥ > t} ,
and characteristic function χj of {g ∣ ∥ K∑
k=1 v
j
k∥ > t}.
By the fact that projections reduce norms, χj(g) ≤ χ(g) for every g ∈ GK0 . Moreover χj
is a pointwise monotone sequence of measurable functions. By the strong convergence of the
projections Pj to I, we have ∀g ∈ GK0 . lim
j→∞χj(g) = χ(g).
This is shown as follows. Let g = (g1, . . . , gK) be a fixed point. If χ(g) = 0 then it is trivial to see
limj→∞ χj(g) = χ(g). Otherwise, for every  > 0 there is a big enough J ∈ N such that for every
j > J we have ∣ ∥ K∑
k=1 vk(gk)∥ − ∥
K∑
k=1 v
j
k(gk)∥ ∣ < .
Since χ(g) = 1, we have ∥ K∑
k=1 vk(gk)∥ = r > t.
Therefore, for  < 0.5(r − t), and any j > J
t < r −  < ∥ K∑
k=1 v
j
k∥ < r + 
so
χj(g) = 1
which proves that limj→∞ χj(g) = χ(g).
We can now use Beppo Levi’s monotone convergence theorem, namely
P(∥ K∑
k=1 vk∥ > t) = ∫GK0 χ(g)dg
= lim
j→∞∫GK0 χj(g)dg = limj→∞P(∥ K∑k=1 vjk∥ > t) ≤ exp ( − t
2
8σ2
+ 1
4
),
where the last inequality is due to the fact that upper bounds are preserved under limits.
C Wavelets based on square integrable representations
Consider a Lie groupG, with the left Haar measure, a Hilbert spaceH, and a unitary representation
pi ∶ G → U(H). A subspace W ⊂ H is called invariant under the unitary representation pi if for
every v ∈ V and g ∈ G, pi(g)v ∈W . The representation pi is called irreducible, if the only invariant
subspaces of H under pi are {0} and H. The representation pi is called strongly continuous if it is
continuous from G to U(H) endowed with the strong topology.
Definition 38. Let G be a Lie group, and consider the Hilbert space L2(G) based on the left
Haar measure of G. Let pi be an irreducible strongly continuous unitary representation of G in
the Hilbert space of signals H. An element f ∈ H such that the function G ∋ g ↦ ⟨f, pi(g)f⟩ is in
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L2(G), is called a window. Given a window f , the mapping Vf ∶ H → L∞(G) defined for signals
s ∈H, evaluated at the point g ∈ G, by
Vf [s](g) = ⟨s, pi(g)f⟩ (54)
is called the wavelet transform based on the window f . An irreducible strongly continuous
unitary representation, for which there exists a window f , is also called a square integrable
representation.
Proposition 39. Let f1, f2 ∈H be windows, and let s1, s2 ∈H.
1. The wavelet transform Vf1 is a scalar times an isometric embedding of H into L2(G).
2. There exists a unique, densely defined positive (self-adjoint) operator A in H, with densely
defined inverse, called the Duflo-Moore operator, such that the domain of A is the set of
windows, and ⟨Vf1[s1], Vf2[s2]⟩L2(G) = ⟨s1, s2⟩H ⟨Af2,Af1⟩H . (55)
Remark 40.
1. Equation (55) can be read of as a weak reconstruction formula. Namely, by taking s1 = s
and two windows f1, f2, against an arbitrary s2, we get
s = 1⟨Af2,Af1⟩ ∫G Vf1[s]pi(g)f2 dg, (56)
where the integral is in the weak sense.
2. By taking f1 = f2 = f , equation (55) shows that for any window f , Vf is an isometric
embedding of H to L2(G), up to a global normalization dependent on f .
3. The wavelet transform Vf is also called the analysis operator corresponding to the window
f . V ∗f is called the synthesis operator corresponding to f . For F ∈ L2(G), we have
V ∗f (F ) = ∫ F (g)pi(g)fdg (57)
where the integral is defined in the weak sense as in (56). The reconstruction formula (56)
can be written in the form s = 1⟨Af2,Af1⟩V ∗f2Vf1[s].
By choosing a single window for analysis and synthesis f1 = f2 = f , Proposition 39 and Remark
40 show that wavelet transforms based on windows with ∥Af∥ = 1, are bounded coherent state
systems, with c = C = ∥f∥.
D The CWT as a time-frequency transform
Often, general wavelet transforms are interpreted as procedures of measuring physical quantities,
or features, of signals (see [27, 25] for a systematic approach). In the STFT, the translation of
the window f is a way of changing the time of the window, and the modulation of the window
is a way of changing its frequency. Thus, g1 is interpreted as time, and g2 as frequency, G is the
time-frequency phase space, and pi(g1, g2)f is interpreted as a time-frequency atom localized at
the time-frequency pair (g1, g2). The inner product ⟨s, pi(g1, g2)f⟩ is interpreted as a measurement
of the content of the signal s at the time-frequency pair (g1, g2). In the CWT, g1 is interpreted
as time, g2 as scale, and ⟨s, pi(g1, g2)f⟩ is the measurement of the content of s at the time-scale
pair (g1, g2). Both frequency and scale are features of signals quantifying rates of oscillations,
and it is thus natural to transform the time-scale representation of the CWT to a time frequency-
representation. Indeed, often the CWT is regarded as a time-frequency transform (see e.g [38]), as
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explained next. Consider a CWT window function f , such that fˆ is centered about the frequency
ω0. For simplicity we assume that both fˆ and sˆ are supported in (0,∞). Assume that the mean
frequency of fˆ is ω0, namely
eFf = ∫ ω ∣fˆ(ω)∣2 dω = ω0 (58)
and denote the frequency variance by
σFf = ∫ (ω − ω0)2 ∣fˆ(ω)∣2 dω. (59)
Assume that the mean time is
eTf = ∫ x ∣f(x)∣2 dx = 0 (60)
and denote the time variance by
σTf = ∫ x2 ∣f(x)∣2 dx. (61)
The CWT is given in frequency, by abuse of notation, as
Vfˆ [sˆ](g1, g2) = ∫ ∞
0
sˆ(ω)√g2e2piiωg1 fˆ(g2ω)dω
with reconstruction
fˆ(ω) = ∫ ∞−∞ ∫ ∞0 Vfˆ [sˆ](g1, g2)√g2e2piiωg1 fˆ(g2ω)dg1 1g22 dg2. (62)
It is easy to check that the dilated window
√
g2fˆ(g2ω) is centered at the frequency ω0g2 , with
frequency variance
σFf
g2
, and centered at time 0 with time variance g2σ
T
f . Thus, the scale g2
corresponds to the frequency κ = ω0
g2
. Moreover, the change of variable κ = ω0
g2
in the reconstruction
formula (62), transforms phase space into a time-frequency space. The CWT reconstruction
formula is given in terms of time-frequency by
fˆ(ω) = ∫ ∞−∞ ∫ ∞0 Vfˆ [sˆ](g1, ω0κ )√ω0κ e2piiωg1 fˆ(ω0κ ω)dg1dκ,
where g1 is the time variable in phase space, and κ is the frequency variable. Based on this
construction, we can think of the CWT as a version of the STFT, with the time spread of the
window inverse proportional to the frequency. In other words, all time-frequency atoms have the
same number of oscillations, irrespective of their frequency.
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